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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Background and motivations
Mirror neurons (MN)s were first discovered in the motor cortex of macaque
monkeys. It was a serendipity discovery, Rizzolatti and his group during the
’90 were studying the motor areas of monkeys, i.e. cortex areas mainly in-
volved in controlling monkey movement, by realizing single cell recording on
a monkey performing grip actions. It happens that, during the experiments,
one of the scientist grasped one of the objects in front of the monkeys elicit-
ing activity of the recorded cell. Thus MNs are motor neurons that present
the intriguing property of activate not only when the monkey is performing
an action, such as grasping an object using a power grip, but also when the
same or a similar action is just observed.
MNs were originally found in the ventral premotor cortex and in the intra-
parietal sulcus of monkey brains(Di Pellegrino et al., 1992; Gallese et al.,
1996), but there is now a big evidence that these neurons are even present
in the human brain (Molenberghs et al., 2012). Since their discovery a large
number of speculations have been done on the possible functional role for
these neurons in a lot of cognitive processes ranging form manual comuni-
cation (Rizzolatti et al., 1996) to language processing (Rizzolatti and Arbib,
1998) to intention reading (Iacoboni et al., 2005) and empathy (Avenanti
et al., 2005). All these studies were even associated with a big number of
researches intended to characterize the mirror neurons and, more in general,
all the areas of the brain involved in visual processing of motor acts(Murata
et al., 2000; Matelli and Luppino, 2001). Despite these studies some fun-
damental questions about mirror neurons still remain unanswered. It is not
clear, in fact, if MNs and, more in general, motor cortex actually take part
to the process of visual elaboration and eventually what could be their func-
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tional role in this process.
The main target of this thesis is realizing a computational model of visuo-
motor interaction in the mirror neurons system. We decide to tackle this
main problem by pursuing two subgoals that are:
• investigating a possible action representation in the motor cortex;
• investigating the role of the motor representation in the process of
visual analysis and interpretation.
The topic of our first sub-goal has been bringing a lot of interest in the sci-
entific community. In particular different studies were developed in order to
investigate the hypothesis of a synergy action representation in the motor
cortex (d’Avella et al., 2006). The computational approach to this problem
has shown to be particularly profitable. As in fact different algorithms for
data representation were successfully applied to represent actions in terms
of specific patterns in muscles activities or movement kinematics/dynamics
(Thakur et al., 2008). Some works have shown that hand actions can be
efficiently represented by linear combinations of postural synergies, with the
coefficients varying overtime (Mason et al., 2001). Some other proposed to
efficiently approximate action with linear over-positions of temporal postural
synergies (Santello et al., 2002; Vinjamuri et al., 2010a).
More recently another interesting aspect of action representation seem to
appear. Has been suggested (Iacoboni et al., 2005; Hamilton and Grafton,
2008) that in the brain there would be areas coding action at different levels
of detail. With some area responding according to action kinematic details,
areas grabbing more general characteristics of the action, and even areas that
seem to codify action according to its goal/outcome. These hierarchical orga-
nization of action representation seem present even for the codify of observed
actions. In fact, as reported in some works by Rizzolatti and colleagues (Riz-
zolatti and Sinigaglia, 2010) MNs differently respond to an observed action:
different groups of neurons spikes each according to different action details,
form very specific details to more general ones. The plausibility of a hier-
archical organized synergy representation of action was investigated for the
first time in some works realized in our laboratory, bringing promising results
(Tessitore et al., 2013; Amico, 2011). The first part of this thesis consisted in
improving these studies on a much bigger set of data, developing new tests
on a bench of actions composed of hand grasping actions chosen among those
used for mirror neurons experiments (Gallese et al., 1996).
The second subgoal of the thesis, investigating the role of motor cortex in the
visual process, aroused interest in the scientific community since the discov-
ery of MNs and the consequent statement of the Rizzolatti’s direct matching
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hypothesis (Rizzolatti et al., 2001). This hypothesis in fact suggests a strong,
if not a central, role for the motor cortex in the process of visual elaboration
of actions. According to this view the recognition of an action would consist
in the capacity of the motor system of the observer to "resonate" when look-
ing at an action present in the observer motor repertoire. Using the words of
Rizzolatti: "the motor knowledge of the observer is used to understand the
observed action. In other words, we understand an action because the motor
representation of that action is activated in our brain"(Rizzolatti et al., 2001).
The possibility that MNs would develop an important part in the visual elab-
oration of observed actions appear plausible but is not convincing the whole
scientific community. In fact in a recent paper Cook and colleagues (Cook
et al., 2013) suggested that MNs would not be a system realized in order to
facilitate visual processing, but instead would be the result of general-domain
processes of sensorimotor associative learning. Therefore not necessary in-
volved in visual elaboration. Cook and colleagues stress in particular the
high non-specificity response of the MNs (some MNs are view dependent,
some are not, some spikes depending on whether the action is executed with
the left or the right hand, if the action take place in the peri-personal or
extra-personal space, etc.), that would be unconvincing for a system specif-
ically intended for action recognition. The current computational models of
MNs (Haruno et al., 2001; Ito and Tani, 2004; Oztop and Arbib, 2002) are
frequently functionally uninformative in describing the possible role of motor
cortex in the process of visual elaboration. A lot of models in fact develop
architecture that receive the same input when an action is observed or ex-
ecuted, where these inputs are the results of processes that do not involve
the motor system. Other models seem instead descriptively inadequate, in
particular not taking in any account the big non-specificity of the MNs. For
example in these works are realized architectures where MNs activate in the
same way during action execution and observation.
1.2 The proposed approach
The first part of the work described in this thesis was intended to realize a
particular kind of action representation. In our representation action was de-
scribed as a linear combination of temporal postural synergies hierarchically
organized. Temporal postural synergies (TPS)s are specific patterns in the
space of motor configurations varying over time. The novelty of our approach
consists in that we used an algorithm for action representation that induce
a structure in the TPSs. In particular the algorithm associated each of the
TPSs with the nodes of a tree structure. The representation obtained was
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such that the synergies associated with nodes near to the root of the tree
resulted to be used to represent more then one action, thus codifying more
general action properties. While the synergies more near to the leafs, used to
represent few kind of actions, were codifying actions details. This research,
to the best of our knowledge, represent one of the first indirect prove for a
hierarchical synergy representation of action in the brain.
In the second part of the thesis the realization of the Hierarchical Visuo-
Motor (HVM) architecture is described. HVM, modeling some characteristics
of the MNs, would propose a mechanisms through which the motor knowl-
edge, represented according to the previous action representation, could be
part of the process of visual elaboration. MNs activate both during action ex-
ecution and observation. To reproduce this behaviour the HVM architecture
was equipped with an its own motor repertoire and the motor representation
of action was used for codify both an executed and an observed action. This
was realized by projecting the visual representation of action into the rela-
tive motor representation. This visuo-motor mapping presents non common
difficulties due to the non-functional relation among the visual input and
the motor representation. This problem was overcome by using a particular
kind of artificial neural network, the mixture density network, specifically in-
tended to model non-functional relations. Another important characteristics
of the architecture is that the visuo-motor mapping is organized according
to different levels of abstraction. In this way, modeling another characteris-
tic of the biological system, in our architecture the same action is codified
according to different levels of detail both when the action is executed and
when is observed.
As said before one of the principal target of this thesis was investigating
the role of the motor representation in the process of visual analysis and
interpretation. In other words, one of the contribution of this work was con-
stituting a clue in favor of the Rizzolatti’s direct matching hypothesis. To
this end, in our architecture, we realized a biologically plausible mechanisms
that provides for an important role of the motor representation in the pro-
cess of visual elaboration. In the HVM architecture the exploitation of some
characteristics of the motor representation resulted in an improvement of the
quality of the visuo-motor mapping. Our system, besides giving a functional
role to the motor cortex in the visual process, result to be even a descrip-
tively adequate model of the MNs. In fact our architecture, as we will show,
is able to explain one of the main characteristics of the MNs, namely their
classification in strictly and broadly neurons.
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1.3 Overview
In Chapter 2 we will propose a detailed review of the biological findings
about the mirror neurons. We will first give a general overview of the main
motor areas involved in the viso-motor mapping, then we will characterize
the three neural circuits where mirror neurons have been found. We will
moreover review the recent debate on the mirror neurons functionality, in
particular focusing on the direct matching hypothesis and the role of these
neurons in goal action codify. We will end the chapter by presenting some
recent results of biological studies on the way in which action is codified in
the motor cortex. Some of these results suggesting a multiple level details
action representation. Some other instead underlining the possible synergy
codify of actions.
In Chapter 3 we will propose a review of the main computational model
on the mirror systems. We will discuss the main strength and weakness of
the first models of the mirror neurons, like the ones from Arbib and Oztop,
Ito and Tani (Ito and Tani, 2004; Oztop and Arbib, 2002). We will then
presents some very new models like the ones of Friston and Chersi (Kilner
et al., 2007; Chersi et al., 2011). We will then give an insight into the main
works that investigate, form a computational point of view, the plausibility
of a synergy representation of action in the central nervous system. In these
work a precise definition of synergy is proposed and the efficiency of a syn-
ergy action representation is proven.
In Chapter 4 we will introduce our representation of action in terms of
temporal postural synergies hierarchically organized. We will first introduce
the algorithm that we used in order to find such a hierarchical representa-
tion. The algorithm was first tested on a synthetic dataset, the kind of test
and the results are shown in this chapter. We will then present our action
dataset, describing in detail how data were collected and pre-processed. Once
collected these data were represented as an overposition of temporal postu-
ral synergies, the validity of these representation was tested and the results
are presented in this chapter. Finally, in the last paragraph of the chapter,
we develop some tests to show that the temporal postural synergy used for
representing actions are actually hierarchically organized.
In Chapter 5 we will introduce our HVM architecture. The first para-
graphs are intended to stress how some biological results on mirror neurons
and action representation are modeled in our system. In these paragraphs
we will in particular focus on how action codify is used in order to represent
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an executed or an observed action. In the central paragraphs of the chapter
we will present in detail all the modules the architecture is constituted of.
The first module, the mixture density module, actually solves the problem of
describing the non-functional visuo-motor mapping among visual and motor
representation of action. In the second and the third module, the spatial and
temporal congruence modules, is implemented the mechanisms that using
the architecture motor knowledge actually improve the ability to associate
to a visual representation of an action its relative motor representation. In
the last paragraph of the chapter is described the capacity of our architecture
to model the different behaviour of the strictly and broadly neurons.
In Chapter 6 all the tests realized on HVM architecture and the rela-
tive results are presented. In the first paragraph we will describe the dataset
used to train and test the different modules of our architecture. Different test
were made to actually prove the non-functional character of the visuo-motor
mapping. These tests and the results are illustrated in the fourth paragraph
of the chapter. In the fifth paragraph a test is realized in order to show
that using its motor repertoire, HVM architecture, can actually improve the
visuo-motor mapping. In the last paragraph of the chapter we realize a test
to show the ability of the HVM to model strictly and broadly neurons.
In Chapter 7 we summarize the results obtained and propose possible
future developments.
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Chapter 2
Object-directed action
representation in the motor
cortex
In this chapter we will review the main biological findings relative to mirror
neurons and, more in general, to object directed action representation in the
motor cortex. Mirror neurons were discovered in the ’80 by Rizzolatti and
his collegues. These neurons, found in the monkeys motor cortex, activate
both when the monkey is executing an action or when is observing someone
else developing the same action. In figure 2.1 the typical response of a mirror
neuron is shown. In the first part of the chapter we will propose a review
of the main characteristics of these neurons and of the cortex areas strickly
related. More reacent research has shown as mirror neurons are present even
in other species and possibly in humans. The particular behaviour of these
neurons has brought a lot of speculations on their role in the process of
visual elaboration of action. In fact is not clear if mirror neurons, and more
general motor cortex, could be part of system used in the visual processing
of action and in what this involvement could actually consist. Always in
the first of the chapter we will review some of the most debated issues in
this respect. In the second part of the chapter we summurize some studies
investigating the way in which action is coded in the motor cortex. We
will in particular show some results suggesting a synergy representation of
action in the motor cortex. These synergies are patter muscles activities or
movement kinematics/dynamics. Thier use in action codify could help the
Central Nervous System (CNS) in contolling motor effectors like limbs or
hand, that are frequently compex system with a lof of degrees of freedom.
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Figure 2.1: Recording on a mirror neuron when the monkey is observing an action
executed by the experimenter or is itself developing the action. Picture taken from
(Rizzolatti et al., 2001)
2.1 Biological findings
2.1.1 The motor cortex
Pianification, execution, control and recognition of actions are functions that
involve a very big portion of the brain. Among the areas involved, the ones
that are more used can be identified in the motor cortex, the associative mo-
tor cortex, the dorsal and ventral paths. The motor cortex is composed of
the primary motor cortex, the supplementary motor area and the premotor
cortex. The primary motor cortex is located in the precentral gyrus, see Fig-
ure 2.2. Has been shown(Penfield Rasmussen 1950) that the primary motor
cortex is somatotopically organized, i.e. the activation of specific areas of
this cortex bring to the contraction of specific mussels. The main input to
the primary motor cortex come from the supplementary motor area and the
premotor cortex. The supplementary motor area is located in the medial
surface of the cortex, rostrally located respect to the primary cortex (Figure
2.2). It mainly receives inputs form the parietal and temporal cortexes . It is
involved in the execution of simple motion plans like pushing and then turn-
ing a bar, or executing a sequence of dance movements. Some studies on the
human seem to suggest that this area is involved in storing the future move-
ment in a sequence. The premotor cortex is located in the lateral surface of
the cortex, rostrally located respect to the primary motor cortex (Figure 2.2).
It seems mainly involved in the elaboration of arbitrary stimuli associated to
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Figure 2.2: Motor cortex areas.
the execution of a particular action. For arbitrary stimuli we mean stimuli
that are not directly correlated to the movement they suggest. This area is
for example strongly involved when monkeys are trained to move their hands
in accordance with the color of a light. Interestingly one of the areas that
shows mirror characteristics, named area F5, is located in the rostral part of
the premotor cortex. Even this area receives input form the temporal and
parietal cortex. In particular the inferior temporal cortex include some zones
of the cortex that are frequently referred to as the "what" system or the
ventral path. The visual information initially received in the occipital cortex
is elaborated in a path that ends in the temporal cortex. This path seem
to be related to recognition of shapes and objects. A second path starting
in the occipital cortex ends in the posterior parietal cortex, this is known as
the dorsal path or the "where" system. In this path the visual information
is elaborated in order to extract information on the spatial location of an
object.
2.1.2 Mirror neurons
The mirror neurons were originally found in the monkey brain (Macaca ne-
mistrina and Macaca mulatta). The seminal work of Giacomo Rizzolatti and
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co-workers (Rizzolatti et al., 1996; Gallese et al., 1996) bring to the discovery
of these neurons in area F5 of the ventral premotor cortex (PMC) and in the
inferior parietal lobule (IPL). More recent studies have found neurons with
mirror characteristics even in the primary motor cortex and dorsal premotor
cortex (Dushanova and Donoghue, 1996; Tkach et al., 2007).
Evidence of the presence of mirror neurons were found even in humans. The
areas that presents strongly sensorimotor matching properties are the ’clas-
sical’ ones, i.e. inferior frontal gyrus (the human homologue of monkey F5
area) (Kilner et al., 2009) and the inferior parietal cortex (Chong et al., 2008),
but even the dorsal primary motor cortex, supplementary motor area, media
temporal lobe and superior parietal lobule (Mukamel et al., 2010).
In the next two subsections we will describe the results of the studies on mir-
ror neurons for monkeys and humans focusing mainly on the classical mirror
zone. The studies on monkeys allowed to precisely characterize the different
zones involved in the visuo-motor transformations describing the behaviour
of the single neurons in these zones and hypothesizing their functional role.
The results of these studies are reported in the first subsection. The studies
on human were mainly directed to verify with different techniques the pres-
ence of zones with mirror properties similar to the ones found in monkeys.
The results of these studies are reported in the second subsection.
Mirror neurons in monkeys
The possibility to realize invasive measures on monkeys has allowed a deep
investigation of the behaviour of mirror neurons and of the areas strictly re-
lated. As we said in the previous paragraphs the regions more involved in the
visuo-motor transformations are the ventral premotor area and the parietal
lobule. Different studies (Matelli and Luppino, 2001) suggest the presence of
a parieto-frontal circuits. Three of these circuits seem more involved in the
development of object directed actions and were well identified and studied:
the VIP-F4, the AIP-F5ab and the PF-F5c circuits, see Figure 2.3. The ar-
eas F1, F4 and F5 are motor areas, PF and PFG are in the posterior parietal
cortex, VIP and AIP in the intra-parietal sulcus. The F5 area is composed
of two main regions, F5c is located in the dorsal convexity and the F5ab
located on the posterior bank of the inferior arcuate sulcus.
Parieto-frontal circuits
Area VIP is a zone of the intraparietal sulcus and receives visual and sensory
motor information. The neurons of this area can be classified as purely visual
(unimodal) and visual and tactile (bimodal). Neurons of the first class are
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Figure 2.3: Main areas invoved in the mirror system. Picture taken from (Matelli
and Luppino, 2001).
selective to visual stimuli mainly presented in the peri-personal space, the
receptive field of these neurons is usually egocentric and not in retinal coor-
dinate. Bimodal neurons respond to visual and tactile stimuli. Interestingly
the visual and tactile receptive fields of these neurons are overlapped. For
example there are neurons that spike both when the arm of the monkeys is
touched by the experimenter or when the monkey see something near its arm.
VIP area is strongly connected to F4 motor area. The neurons of these area
codify movements of arms, neck, face, mouth. Many of the neurons of this
area spike during movement directed towards or away from the body and do
not respond to distal movements (Rizzolatti et al., 1998). The area AIP be-
longing to the AIP-F5ab circuit is located in the intraparietal sulcus. Neurons
of this area are mainly responsive to actions of reaching and grasping objects
and their activity is mainly due to hands and fingers movement. The neu-
rons of this regions can be divided in three classes: visual-dominant, motor-
dominant and visual and motor. The visual-dominant are so called because
they activate when the monkey observe a grasping action, while they remain
silent when the monkey performs the grasping. The motor-dominant neurons
present the opposite behaviour, responding when the action is executed and
not responding when is observed. Finally the visuo-motor dominant respond
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in both situations. In all of these three classes of neurons there are cells that
spikes just to the sight of a graspable object, even when this is not followed
by a grasping action. Interestingly the neurons that spike when an object
is presented are the once that spike even in accordance to actions that are
possible actions to interact with the object. This means that, for example, a
neuron that responds when the monkey is gazing a small object will discharge
also during precision grip actions, which are action used to grasp small ob-
ject. In Figure 2.4 are reported the results of measures realized on the AIP
neurons where the just described behaviours are well represented. The F5ab
area receives afferent connections from area AIP. The neurons of these area
are mainly associated to movements of hands and mouth. Most of them
are selective for one of the most common grip types of the monkey indepen-
dently on how the action is specifically performed, some other instead codify
a specific way of performing one of the class action. Rizzolatti and colleagues
(Rizzolatti et al., 1988) performed a study on the temporal relation of this
neurons discharge with the action execution, showing that some neurons fire
during the last part of grasping, others start to fire at finger aperture and
continue during finger closure, other are activated in advance of the onset of
the finger movement. Rizzolatti and Gentilucci (Rizzolatti and Gentilucci,
1988) suggested that functional properties of F5ab neurons could be a way
to store a ’vocabulary’ of motor acts, where some neuron populations would
indicate just the general action category and some other would specify with
bigger details the movement of finger and arm to perform a particular grip.
More recently a study of Fogassi (Fogassi et al., 2005) focusing on area F5
and PF investigated how this motor vocabulary are then organized in order
to code a whole action. The experiment were organized so that the monkey
has to preform two grasping acts that share some parts of the movement
and differ in some other parts and in the goal of the grasping(grasping for
eating and grasping for placing). Interestingly the results showed that during
grasping execution the discharge of the majority of these motor neurons was
modulated by the final goal of the action. Some neurons discharged stronger
during grasping for eating, others during grasping for placing even if the two
actions were kinematically very similar. The remaining neurons did not show
any modulation. Some researchers proposed that actions in the motor cortex
are coded by neuronal chains. (?Rizzolatti et al., 2006). The same motor act
involved in two different actions could be in fact represented in the motor
cortex by two different neuronal populations belonging to two different motor
chains.
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Figure 2.4: AIP neurons behaviour (picture taken form (Murata et al., 2000))
The visual and motor neurons shown in A and B pannels respond when object
manipulation is executed in light or in dark condition, some of them shown in A
pannel respond even to the sight of the object. Visual-dominant in pannels C and
D respond when object manipulation is realized in light even visual-dominant can
be divided into some that respond to object sight and some that do not. Finally
motor-dominant respond exclusively during object manipulation.
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F5 visuo-motor neurons
Some of the F5 neurons have also visual property. These visuo-motor neu-
rons are of two types: canonical neurons and mirror neurons. Canonical
neurons are mainly located in F5ab while mirror neurons mainly in F5c.
The canonical neurons spikes both when the monkey performs a grasp action
or when a graspable object is shown. Often there is a congruence between
the action coded by a given canonical neuron and the observed object that
elicit an activity. Frequently, in fact the object that stimulates a canoni-
cal neuron is an object on which the action codified by the neuron can be
applied to. The mirror neurons respond both when the monkey executes
an object-directed action and when the monkey observes another individual
(monkey or human) executing a similar action. Usually this neurons do not
show any response when the action is mimicked by the experiment or when
the action is an intransitive one (non-object directed). Mirror neurons can be
divided in different classes depending on the degree of congruence between
the observed and executed actions that elicit activity. In particular these
neurons are divided in three classes: strictly congruent, broadly congruent
and non-congruent. Strictly congruent neurons usually spikes when the exe-
cuted and observed actions are of the same general kind (i.e. grasp) or are
executed in the same way (i.e. precision grip). The broadly congruent are
those neurons that spike when there is a similarity, but not a congruence
between the executed and the observed action. These neurons can be further
divided into three different kinds. The response of the first kind is very selec-
tive to motor execution, these neurons spikes just when an action belonging
to a particular class is executed in a specific way. They are not so selective
when observing. In fact they respond to any action of the same class of the
action that elicits a spike when executed, independently of the precise way
the action is performed. The second type of broadly is constituted of neurons
less specific in term of motor activity then the previous ones. These neurons
spike when any action of a specific class is executed. Their visual behaviour
is even less selective in fact they respond to more then one class type of
action. The last type of broadly congruent neurons seem to be selective to
the ’goal’ of the action observed, independently by the kind of action and
if the action is executed or observed by the monkey. We will came back to
this argument and will be more precise on the notion of ’goal’ in the next
paragraphs. The last kind of mirror neurons are the non-congruent. These
exhibit a response with a no clear-cut relationship between the observed ac-
tion and the executed action movement (Gallese et al., 1996). More recent
studies on F5 have reveled two other important characteristics of the mirror
neurons. The first study showed that the neurons of this zone are selective
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Classification Percentage
View Invariant 25% (51/201)
Multiple view preference 45% (89/201)
View preference at 180 ◦ 8% (15/201)
View preference at 90 ◦ 9% (18/201)
View preference at 0 ◦ 13% (27/201)
Table 2.1: Results of the measures of view invariance in F5 mirror neurons as
reported in (Caggiano et al., 2011)
to the prospective under which a grasp action is observed, the second that
these neurons are selective to peri-personal and extra-personal space. The
first study mentioned (Caggiano et al., 2011) discovered that some of the
neurons present in the F5 region are selective to the view point of action
observation. Caggiano and colleagues measured the response of various mir-
ror neurons when videos representing the same action under three different
angles were shown to the monkey. They found that there are neurons which
spike just when the action is observed under a particular angle, that the ma-
jority of the neurons analyzed were not view independent but use to spike
for two of the three view angles and finally that, not the majority, but a big
part of the neurons observed remained instead view invariant. Their results
are presented in the table 2.1. The second study of Caggiano and colleagues
found that (Caggiano et al., 2009) mirror neurons activity is "differentially
modulated by the location in space of the observed motor acts relative to the
monkey, with about half of them preferring either the monkeys peri-personal
or extra-personal space. A portion of these spatially selective mirror neurons
encode space according to a metric representation, whereas other neurons
encode space in operational terms, changing their properties according to
the possibility that the monkey will interact with the object"1.
Mirror neurons in humans
Although no direct measures were made on human a lot of studies report
indirect evidence of the presence of mirror neurons or of at least areas with
mirror properties. The main results were obtained with the use of neuro-
imaging and transcranical magnetic stimulation, but even with behavioral
studies. functional Magnetic Resonance Imaging (fMRI)2 studies identified
1Taken from: (Caggiano et al., 2009)
2fMRI is a neuro-imaging technique that measures brain activity by detecting associated
changes in blood flow. It consists in measuring the electromagnetic waves emitted by the
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premotor cortex and inferior parietal areas active during action execution
and observation. These kind of experiments were proposed by different re-
searchers, sometimes with different protocols all confirming this activity (Ia-
coboni et al., 1999; Vogt et al., 2007; Leslie et al., 2004). Positron emission
tomography (PET)3 studies shown that in superior temporal sulcus (STS)
and in the inferior parietal cortex there was activity when the patients were
observing actions. This activation was stronger when the action observed
was a transitive one (Grafton et al., 1996). All this neuro-imaging studies
seem to indicate a good consistency between the area of the monkey brain
in which are present mirror neurons and the area of the human brain that
activate during action execution and observation. One of the first experiment
using transcranical magnetic stimulation (TMS)4 was developed by Fadigà
and his colleagues (Fadigà et al., 1995). They stimulate the left motor cor-
tex of normal subject while were observing both transitive and intransitive
actions of the arm. In the mean time the patients Motor-Evoked Poten-
tials (MEP)5 were recorded. The recorder values of MEP were compared
with the ones measured while the patient were observing three-dimensional
objects or performing a dimming-detection task, which is known to be partic-
ularly demanding on subject attention. The results clearly shown a selective
increase in MEPs during the observation of goal-directed movements and of
intransitive, meaningless arm movements. A more recent experiment shown
that when TMS is applied to M1 area during passive action observation, the
amplitude of the MEPs recorded from the muscles required to execute that
action is greater than the amplitude of the MEPs recorded when observing
a different action (Catmur et al., 2011).
The behavioral studies consisted mainly in observing the variations in the
ability of imitating or executing an action after the observation of similar
action performed by others. A typical experiment of this kind was develop
by Brass and colleagues and is reported in (Brass et al., 2001). In this ex-
periment the subject was instructed to perform two different index finger
movement while watching a video. In the video was presented casually one
oxigen atoms present in the blood that were previously exited by a strong magnetic external
field.
3PET is a nuclear imaging technique that measures the metabolic activity of a brain
area by virtue of regional glucose uptake. The system detects pairs of gamma rays emitted
indirectly by a positron-emitting radionuclide, which is introduced into the body on a
biologically active molecule analogue of glucose
4TMS is a noninvasive method to cause depolarization or hyper-polarization in the
neurons of the brain thought the application of an external magnetic field
5MEP or motor-evoked potential is a measure of the impulse send form the motor
cortex to the muscles in order to elicit a contraction. It can be recorded with surface
electrodes, which are placed over small hand muscles
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of the two fingers action. The results clearly shown a pronounced reaction
time advantage when the action performed and the observed one were com-
patible as compared to incompatible trials. This kinds of results together
with some strong automatic imitation capacity when observing hand, arm
and mouth movements were also considered by many researchers as evidence
of a human mirror mechanisms.
2.1.3 Speculations on mirror neurons functionality
Since I dedicated all this chapter to describing the biological experimental
results about the mirror neurons I would like to end by describing some more
generals ideas and implications that came from these finding and what kind
of new questions these ideas implies. The discovery of mirror neurons system
was accepted with great enthusiasm form the scientific community, since it
was suddenly clear that it would have had a deep impact in the study of
the brain. The mirror neurons discovery has in fact repercussions on many
different problems in neuroscience, from language developing to imitation,
from social behaviour to mind reading. In this paragraph I will focus on
some of these repercussions, that I think are more significative for the study
of the brain and more related to the scope of this thesis work. I will first
focus on the Rizzolatti direct matching hypothesis, I will describe some of the
biological results in support of this hypothesis and I will speak about the big
repercussions this idea has on the development of computational models of
mirror neurons.
Another very interesting aspect of the mirror neuron I will go through is
their apparent involvement in the codify of action goals. I will account for
some experiments suggesting this hypothesis, but I will also show that this
is a quite debated point that has already not found its answer. Even this
debate has strong implication in the construction of a biologically plausible
computational model of the mirror system.
Direct matching hypothesis
Before the discovery of mirror neurons was believed that the process of visual
elaboration of action, starting in the occipital lobe was completed in the two
visual paths occurring in the temporal and parietal lobes were some internal
description of the action was achieved. In fact, as we previously said, these
areas are responsive to objects presentation, biological motion, interaction
between hands and objects. I will refer to this hypothesis as the visual
hypothesis. The direct matching hypothesis (Rizzolatti et al., 2001) states
instead that achieving the internal representation of an observed action is
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based on a process in which the observer maps the visual representation of
the observed action onto his own motor representation of the same action. In
this view the recognition of an action is more like the capacity of the motor
system of the observer to resonate when the observer is looking at an action
present in his own motor repertoire. The principal argument in favor of the
visual hypothesis is the big degree of complexity and generality of the action
representation as observed in some neurons of the superior temporal sulcus
and in the inferior parietal lobe. In this respect the works of Perret and
colleagues (Jellema et al., 2000; Perrett et al., 1990) showed the presence in
STS of neurons that respond to goal directed hand action and even neurons
that combine information about the direction of gaze of an agent with the
action performed by that agent. These neurons become active when the
monkey sees the reaching action, but only if the action is performed with
the agent gaze directed to the intended target of reaching. Although these
results some recent studies seem to suggest that the visual description is not a
necessary condition to have a representation of action in the brain. A famous
experiment by Umiltà and collegues (Umiltà et al., 2001) was so realized. The
F5 mirror neurons of the monkey were recorded in four different conditions.
In the first condition the monkey could see the experimenter performing a
grasping action, while in the second one the experiment was just mimicking
the grasp. In the third condition the monkey was first shown the experiment
beginning a grasping through an object, but then the object and the last part
of the grasping were occluded to the monkey. In the fourth condition the
monkey can see the experimenter starting a mimicking grasping action(the
monkey could see that there was no object in front of the experimenter), but
even this time could not see the last part of the movement. As aspected
in the first condition there was a big respond of the mirror neuron, instead
no response was observed in the second condition. Interestingly in the third
condition a strong activation of the mirror was also recorded while no activity
was observed in the last (see figure 2.5). These results seem to stress the
involvement of motor area in the codify of an action independently if it is
realized, observed or inferred. Even if the precise role of the mirror system
in action codify is still object of debate, as I will quickly explain in a while,
the direct matching hypothesis implies for the motor cortex a strong or even
a predominant role in the process of visual action recognition. The idea that
in the brain the motor control and the visual elaboration could be realized
independently in two well defined areas is not in agreement with the recent
experiment results. With this I mean that alought the representation of
the visual input achieve a high level of generalization in the visual area, the
representation of an action is obtained only with an important computational
help of the motor area were maybe the action representation itself is finally
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Figure 2.5: Activity of a mirror neuron in the F5 in response to action observation
in full vision and hidden conditions. The lower part of the four panels illustrate the
action as seen from the point of view of the monkey. The panels (a) and (c) refer
to the full vision conditions, respectively when the experimenter is grasping an
object or is mimicking the action. The panels (b) and (d) describe the experiment
in hidden condition. In this second condition the monkey at the beginning of the
experiment can see the whole scene, then the right part of the scene is covered with
a opaque sliding screen so that the monkey can not see the last part of the action.
This is represented by the grey zones in the pictures. In the upper part of the four
panels are reported the raster plots of 10 consecutive trials and the histograms
reporting the number of spikes per second. Picture taken from (Rizzolatti et al.,
2001)
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physically realized. As I just said anyway the precise role of the mirror
neurons in the process of action recognition is still debated as well as the
importance of their role in the visual process of action recognition.
Genetic account vs associative account
The involvement of mirror neuron in action recognition, and all the amount
of cognitive functions that descent from that, has for a long period suggested
for the mirror mechanisms a so called genetic account. This hypothesis as-
serts that the genetic predisposition to the development of mirror neuron
is the result of a big positive evolutionary pressure due to the important
rule the mirror neurons play in the process of action recognition. In con-
trast recently some scientists (Cook et al., 2013) proposed for the mirror
neurons what they called an associative account. This hypothesis suggests
that "mirror neurons acquire their capacity to match observed with executed
actions through domain-general processes of sensorimotor associative learn-
ing"6. Actually the associative account doesn’t make any assumption on
the functional role of the mirror neurons, it allows but not assume that the
mirror neuron could have a role in action recognition and all the cognitive
functions related to that one. One of the most debated evidence is about the
capacity of mirror neurons to encode action ’goals’. Many supporters of the
genetic account assert that the receptive field of the mirror neurons is tuned
in accordance to the ’goal’ of the observed action making them important in
the process of action understanding and a possible target of evolutive pres-
sure. At this point we have first to clarify what this authors mean when they
refer to action goal. In literature two definitions are commonly adopted, the
first one assumes that mirror neurons encode ’goals’ if they encode object-
directed action, the second one if they encode high-level action intentions.
As we said in the previous sections have been found mirror neurons that
discharge in accordance just with the observation of transitive actions and
not pantomimed ones, but it is even important to stress that more recent
studies (Kraskov et al., 2009) reported that the majority of the mirror neu-
rons observed shown similar responses during observation of transitive or
intransitive actions. Regarding the ability of mirror neurons to codify inten-
tions, indeed seem that among the mirror neurons have been found neurons
with this high level of generality that for examples spikes when the monkey
grasp in order to eat or grasp in order to place, independently of the way
the action is performed(I will go through these interesting results in the next
paragraph). However, the single cell data again suggest that relatively few
6taken form (Cook et al., 2013)
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mirror neurons present a specific response to object directed actions or ac-
tion goals for a system designed by genetic evolution to this end. Most of the
mirror neurons respond instead differently depending on whether the action
is executed with the left or the right hand, if the action take place in the
peri-personal or extra-personal space, moreover as I said before the majority
of them is view-dependent, finally some are tuned according to the distance
at which the action is taking place. This strong non-specificity in the mirror
neuron responses can be more easily explained by the associative account.
The computational models that aim for depict mirror mechanism as a sys-
tem that is useful in the action recognition must face the hard challenge to
explain how the action recognition functionality can emerge from a system
with a strong non-specific response.
Hierarchical motor representation
Another debated issue on mirror neurons and on motor codify in the CNS,
is the possibility that action could be represented with different levels of
detail in different cortex areas. Iacoboni and colleagues (Iacoboni et al.,
2005) developed an experiment on human recording the fMRI activity while
subjects were observing different grasping actions in different contexts. In-
terestingly they could find some areas in the ventral premotor cortex that
respond according to the action goals and not to the action kinematick-
dynamic characteristics. In a recent paper Grafton and Hamilton (Grafton
and Hamilton, 2007; Hamilton and Grafton, 2008) identified through the use
of fMRI different areas of the brain that seem to represent the same action
with a different degree of complexity. They could identify three main degrees
of action complexity representations codified by different zones: kinematics
representation, goal-object representation and outcome representation. The
areas coding the kinematic representation activate according to the reach-
ing trajectory, the grip configuration and the kind of dynamical interaction
required, these were mainly localized in the inferior frontal gyrus. The goal-
object action representation codify the identity and function of the grasped
object, these area according to the authors are in the intraparietal sulcus.
Finally the physical consequences of an action were coded in the outcome
representation area localized in the intra parietal sulcus and in the inferior
frontal gyrus. The works of Rizzolatti and colleagues (Rizzolatti and Sini-
gaglia, 2010; Rizzolatti et al., 2001) on monkey motor areas seem to confirm
the hypothesis of a hierarchical action representation. In these works single-
cell recording in the ventral premotor cortex and inferior parietal lobe were
realized while the monkeys were performing some grasping actions. Even in
this case they could find neurons that respond according to different degree
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of details of action description. In fact they could find neurons that spike
when a specific kind of action is executed in a specific way, like neurons that
spikes when a grasping with a whole hand prehention is executed, and other
neurons that spike whenever a kind of action is executed independently of
the specific way, like neurons that spikes for every grasping action provided
that the action is executed with the right hand. Another interesting findings
of this work was the presence in the motor areas of neurons that codify action
even in a more general way, such as neurons that are sensitive to grasping
a piece of food whether the action is executed with the left hand, the right
hand or the mouth.
2.2 Action representation and control
In this paragraph we depart form describing results connected to mirror neu-
rons to analyze some studies regarding more generally the codify of action in
the CNS. In the last years a lot of work has been done in this direction, in
particular in investigating the possibility that action could be codified in the
CNS through the use of synergies. The concept of synergies in motor action
representation in the brain was for the first time introduced by Bernstein in
1967. Bernstein defines synergies as specific patterns in muscles activities or
movement kinematics/dynamics as building bock for representing and con-
trolling actions. Since that time a lot of works have been develop in order to
prove the existence in the brain of a representation of actions though syner-
gies. Some works have develop direct invasive measure in the monkey motor
area, some non-invasive measure on the human brain, some other looked for
an indirect proof of the existence of synergies, recording, through the use of
movement sensors, different kind of actions and then trying to show that the
data obtained could all be represented using few action patterns differently
combined together according to the different actions.
2.2.1 Motor synergies in the brain
One of the recent work that more then the other bears strong evidences for
the existence of synergies is the one of d’Avella and collegues (d’Avella et al.,
2006). In this work they analyzed different fast-reaching movements of the
arm, hand and shoulder. The subjects in their experiment were in standing
position holding a load in their hand and were asked to move the load from a
central location in front of them to some other locations either in the sagit-
tal plane or in the frontal plane. These locations were easily reachable with
fast movements and moving just hand, arm and shoulder. The Electromyo-
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graphy (EMG) activity signals of up to 19 muscles was recorded during the
experiments. An algorithm was then developed in order to represent muscle
patters as an over-position of synergies according to the following formula:
m(t) =
N∑
i=1
ciwi(t− ti) (2.1)
In the previous formula m(t) is a vector of real numbers, each component
of which represents activation of a specific muscle at time t; wi describe
the muscles activity patterns and ti are the corresponding onset times. The
algorithm was initialized by choosing N random synergies and minimizing
the least squares reconstruction error iterating the following steps:
• given a set of synergies find synergies onset times by a matching pursuit
procedure;
• given a set of synergies and their onset times, find the coefficients ci by
linear least square;
• given onset times and scaling coefficients update the synergies accord-
ing to the gradient descent on the least squares reconstruction error.
Clearly this algorithm assumes that each synergies cannot be used more then
once in a movement. d’Avella assumes that this could be the case for fast
reaching movements. The results obtained offer big clues for a synergy repre-
sentation of action. The first interesting result consists in finding that more
or less the same number of synergies, between 7 and 9, was sufficient for
explaining a big percentage of the data variances, between 93% and 96%, for
each of the nine subjects analyzed. Interestingly d’Avella and colleagues cre-
ate a synthetic dataset with the same mean and variance of the original one
but where the components of the vector representing the muscle activation
were shuﬄed in order to destroy any synergy eventually present in the data.
Applying the same algorithm to the synthetic dataset they found that with
7-9 vectors wi they were able to explain just the 30% of the variance of the
data. This result confirmed that the high percentage of explained variance
using relatively few vectors wi in the original dataset was probably due to
the presence of synergies. Finally they tried to associate synergies usage with
movement directions finding for most of the synergies a directional tuning,
in other words some synergies seem to be related to the direction through
which the arm and hand were directed.
In a more recent work developed by Overduin and collegues (Overduin et al.,
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2012) direct measures on monkeys performing hand movements were devel-
oped looking for a synergy representation in the motor cortex. They com-
pared the EMG forelimb muscles signals and the hand joint patterns in two
different experimental conditions. In the first experimental condition some
sites in the monkey primary motor cortex and premotor cortex were electri-
cally microstimulated. In the second experimental condition the monkey was
free to develop some naturalistic movements. In the first experiment they
notice that, regardless of the initial hand posture, the artificial stimulation
for different sites of the motor cortex evoked convergent motion of one or
more joints, moreover very similar EMG muscles patterns were associated to
the same area stimulation. These patterns were analyzed and represented us-
ing an algorithm very similar to the one previously described obtaining a set
of synergies relative to the artificially induced actions. The same algorithm
was applied when EMG were recorded while the monkey was developing
natural actions obtaining even for the signal a synergy representation. The
comparison of the two sets of synergies returned a strong correspondence of
elements of the two sets. The authors concluded that the synergies observed
by directly stimulating the motor area are not a trivial biomechanical re-
sult of imposing artificial patterns of tonic muscle contraction. The authors
could at this point develop a study looking for correlations between areas
stimulated and synergies recorded. They found that the same synergy could
be represented in different areas of the motor cortex. These results seem
coherent with some results described in the previous paragraphs.
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Chapter 3
Computational models of mirror
neurons and action representation
In the first paragraph of this chapter we will have a fast review of the works
present in literature that realize computational models of mirror neurons. We
will stress their strengths and weaknesses, in particular underlining the neces-
sity for a model that would be more descriptively adequate and functionally
informative. In fact as we will show many of the models present in literature
do not describe any of the many different mirror neurons behaviour(strictly
and broadly MNs, view-dependent MNs, etc.). Another criticism we address
to models present in literature is their inability to depict a precise functional
role to the motor cortex in the elaboration of an observed action.
In the second part of the chapter we will come back top the possibility of
representing action thought the use of synergies. Differently form the stud-
ies presented in the first chapter, that are mainly neurophisiological studies,
here we will present some indirect proves of a synergy organization in the
brain. These studies mainly consist in collecting data recording the joints
of the hands or of the limbs while performing an action, and then analyzing
these data with machine learning techniques in order to show that the data
collected could be well represented in terms of synergies.
3.1 Mirror Models
The works of Oztop and Arbib (Oztop and Arbib, 2002; Oztop et al., 2004,
2006) have the big merit of realizing a global model that includes many of
the biological circuits involved in the mirror neurons system. In particu-
lar the MNS1 model (which stand for Mirror Neuron System 1 and whose
block schema is presented in figure 3.1) is constituted of three main "grand
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schemas":
1. Reach and grasp schema. This schema model some characteristics of the
VIP-F5 and AIP-F5 biological circuits. It evaluates a motor program
as output of two computational paths. The first one computing the
affordances of the object to grasp, the second one evaluating the relative
position of object and hand.
2. Visual analysis of hand state. This schema processes visual input con-
cerning hand/target-object pairs and codes these into a vector, called
hand-state, which holds high-level, observer-indipendent features of
hand-object configurations, such as hand-object distance and grip size
compared with object size.
3. Mirror circuits contains the module that actually models mirror neu-
rons activity, named in figure as "action recognition". This receives
two inputs, one is the motor program selected, and the other is an ob-
ject affordance-hand state association. This module is implemented by
means of a feed-forward neural network and can works in two modes:
learning and recognition. In self-observation condition this network is
trained to associate hand-state sequence to encoded hand programs. In
the recognition mode it works as a classifier of the ongoing actions.
One of the main weakness of this model is to be not so much descriptively
adequate, associating to the mirror neurons the same behaviour, when ob-
serving or executing an action. Clearly, as vastly explained in the previous
chapter, this is not the case for mirror neurons that show very different be-
haviours in observation and execution. The same criticism can be addressed
to the model of Ito and Tani (Ito and Tani, 2004). Even if it is to say that
this work has the big merit of realizing an architecture strongly biologically
inspired. Using in their model a Continuous Time Recurrent Neural Net-
work (CTRNN) the authors depict a mechanism for storing and re-using a
motor action in order to recognize an observed action. Another criticism
common to the previous and others computational models (Keysers and Per-
rett, 2004; Haruno et al., 2001) is that they usually endorse the hypothesis
that prespective-free perceptual information is fed into the mirror mecha-
nisms. In the model of Oztop and Arbib, for example, the hand-state vector
is calculated from prespective-free informations on the hand and the target
object. These vectors are then the input for the action classifier. There-
fore in this model a substantial preprocessing of the visual input is realized
without considering any motor involvement. Even this aspect result quite in
disagreement with the experimental data that show mirror neurons with a
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Figure 3.1: The MNS1 model is composed of several functional blocks which
are related to the computation of different brain areas. The picture is taken form
(Oztop and Arbib, 2002).
view-dependent behaviour (Caggiano et al., 2011).
The problem of associating a view representation of action to the relative
motor representation entails several modeling challenges. Some of these can
be addressed to the ill-posed nature of the problem. Let us consider our case.
Suppose that we wish to associate to a set of configurations that a hand takes
on during a grasping action the relative motor representation of the hand.
Clearly could be that different hand configurations, when observed form a
particular point of view, could result in the same visual image. In this way
the same image should be associated to more then one input. Friston and
colleagues describe a system that solve the previous problem involving mirror
neurons(Kilner et al., 2007; Friston, 2005). The authors suggest that MNs
together with other brain area (like superior temporal sulcus and inferior
parietal lobule) constitute both a forward and an inverse model for action
representation. In their model (see figure 3.2) the previous areas of the brain
are hierarchically organized, realizing an action representation according to
different levels of detail. Each level of the hierarchy constitute a generative
model to predict representation in the lower level. This prediction is sent
to the lower level in the hierarchy via the backward connections, in blue
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in the figure. The prediction is then compared with the representation in
this subordinate level to produce a prediction error, this is sent back to the
higher level via forward connections, in red in the figure. This model, as the
Figure 3.2: The hierarchical model of Friston and colleagues. The blue arrows
represent channels through which the prediction of the higher level of the hierarchy
is sent to the lower level. The red arrow indicating the channels through which
prediction error is sent from lower to upper areas in the hierarchy. The picture is
taken form (Kilner et al., 2007)
authors suggest, is formally equivalent to the empirical Bayesian inference,
and for this reason has the value of showing how this inference can be im-
plemented in a biologically plausible system like a neural network. On the
other hand it is to say, that, at least in the case of mirror neurons, the model
is not explicative of the functional role of the different areas involved in the
visuo-motor mapping and for this reason do not allow for a comparison of
the model with the experimental data. The idea of an hierarchical model of
the mirror neurons system is even present in a recent work by Chersi and col-
leagues (Chersi et al., 2011). In this model the inferior parietal lobe (IPL),
the premotor areas and the motor areas are hierarchically organized and,
according to the experimental findings, represent action at multiple level of
details both when observed or executed. This architecture also proposes a
mechanism for explaining the particular behaviour observed in the inferior
parietal lobule (IPL). In particular has been shown () that neurons in these
area seem to codify different grasping motor act. These neurons seem to re-
spond differently according the final goal of the action sequence in which the
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act is embedded. The architecture proposed explain the observed behaviour
of the IPL neurons hypothesizing a goal-specific neuronal chain organization
in this area. The architecture is presented in the following picture 3.3. The
Figure 3.3: In the model proposed by Chersi and colleagues IPL, premotor and
motor areas are hierarchically organized. Moreover the motor acts in the IPL
are disposed in terms of goal-specific neuronal chains. The picture is taken form
(Chersi et al., 2011)
IPL area is constituted of different chains of neuron pools, each chain corre-
sponding to a different action goal. As the picture shows, the same action,
like "reach" for example, is represented by more then one neuronal pool.
We will repropes this idea of representing the same action multiple times
according to the particular motor act it is embedded in, showing even how
this action organization can improve the process of visual elaboration of the
observed actions.
3.2 Action representation
In this section we will come back to the problem of action representation
in the CNS. In the first chapter we showed some results that, developing
measures on brain signals, present clues in favor of a synergies representation
of action. In this section we will bring other clues in this direction, this time
analyzing indirect studies on action codify. In these kind of studies usually
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the data analyzed are collected through the use of devices that record the
values of the angles among the joints of the hand or more generally of the
limbs while performing an action. A synergy representation is then evaluated
for these data.
3.2.1 Motor synergies in the hand and grasping actions
A lot of the literature facing the problem of synergy has been applied to
the study of hand actions. The hand is in fact a very complex system with
more then twenty Degrees of Freedom (DOF) allowing to dexterously perform
actions. This complexity has provided a key challenge for research in repre-
senting action, for it seems unlikely that all DOF are individually represented
and controlled during the execution of hand action such as grasping, tear-
ing, holding. Several studies have highlighted the need for a simplified way
of representing/controlling hand actions(Iberall et al., 1986; Santello et al.,
1998; Mason et al., 2001). Most of the studies on synergy representation of
hand actions are indirect. With this I mean that frequently the following
protocol is developed. Hand actions are recorded by using some sensor, fre-
quently applied to a glove, able to measure the joint angles of the hand. The
data collected are then represented trough the use of a linear overposition of
vectors frequently referred as synergies as in equation 2.1. Clearly assessing
that the hand actions can be expressed as an overpostion of synergies is just
the result of a simplification that yet seem to work properly. Let us see where
this simplification came from. Following Vinjamuri (Vinjamuri et al., 2010a)
we will develop in this paragraph some calculations as we were considering
kinematic synergies, i.e. characteristic patterns in the space of the velocities
of the hand joint angles, but the same reasoning can be applied equally well
when synergies are searched in the space of hand joints. Let’s assume that
in the brain the spike frequency of a specific neuron cj(t) is able to activate
at time t a given synergy sj involving, at least in principle, all the joints
of the hand for a certain amount of time. The synergy is in fact a vector
sj(t) ≡ [sj1(t), . . . , sjn(t)] where each component of the vector could represent
the velocity or the joint angles values of the hand. Assuming that the fre-
quency of the spikes is proportionally related to the amount to which the
relative synergy is involved in defining the values of the joint angle velocities,
we could write:
v(t) = cj1s
j(t− tj1) (3.1)
Where the vector v(t) is the one representing angular velocities of the joint
angles of the hand, cj1 is the spike frequency at time tj. Clearly if we consider
that the spike frequency can change in time the previous formula can be
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Figure 3.4: (a) A synergy can be considered as the boxes in the figure that
transform the spike frequency at time tj1 into n different velocity profiles, one for
each joint of the hand. (b) Multiple neurons can activate multiple synergies, the
velocity profile of the single joint is the result of this multiple activation. This
image has been taken from (Vinjamuri et al., 2010a)
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rewritten as the convolution of spikes frequency and synergy temporal profile.
v(t) =
(
cj ∗ sj(t)
)
(3.2)
Dividing the time into small intervarls we could consider the frequency as
being constant in this interval, transforming the previous convolution into a
summation:
v(t) =
(
cj ∗ sj(t)
)
=
∑
k
cjks
j(t− tjk) (3.3)
When more then one synergy is activated, the final velocity could be consid-
ered as the result of the linear overposition of the different synergies. This
is clearly a quite strong assumption and we will see in a while how it can be
verified. By now let’s assume it :
v(t) =
∑
j
∑
k
cjks
j(t− tjk) (3.4)
This formula allows for repetitive uses of synergies in a single movement.
This assumption even if physiologically plausible, involves a much difficult
computational problem. In fact an algorithm should determine not only the
shapes of the synergies , but also their onset time, amplitudes and number of
recruitments in the movement. A possible solution to the previous problem
could consist in considering the synergies as all combining almost instanta-
neously. In this case the previous formula would be more simply reduced
to:
v(t) =
∑
j
cj0s
j(t− t0) (3.5)
In deriving this final simple equation we have supposed that when more then
one synergy is activated by some neurons spikes, then the final velocity profile
of the hand joints would be the linear overposition of the different synergies
and that we could consider all synergies as synchronous active. In the next
paragraph we will rapidly look at some indirect experiments that confirm the
plausibility of the just mentioned assumption and give some important clues
for a synergy representation of hand action in the brain.
3.2.2 Indirect synergy studies on hand action
In this paragraph we will first give a very rapid overview of the literature on
synergy representations of hand grasping actions. Then we will analyze more
closely some particular works, that are emblematic of many of the works on
synergies, both for the way data are collected, and the way are analyzed.
Finally we will discuss what are the main results obtained by this work and
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other.
The works present in literature that look for synergies mainly differ in the
kind of data analyzed and in the definition of synergy. In fact in most of
the works the data recorded are the values of the joint angles of the hand
(Thakur et al., 2008; Todorov and Ghahramani, 2004), but in other works
the joint angle velocities are recorded, an example is the work of Vinjamuri
(Vinjamuri et al., 2010a), some other works record the forces exerted by fin-
gers (Santello and Soechting, 2000). Even the definition of synergy adopted
clearly slightly change among these works. Two synergy definitions are more
common then other: postural synergies and temporal-postural synergies. In
a postural synergy representation the action can be expressed as a linear
combination of vectors(the synergies), where the coefficients of the overposi-
tion change over time (Mason et al., 2001). On the other hand, it has been
proposed that hand actions, expressed as a temporal sequences of hand-joint
configurations, should be represented by linear combinations of a small num-
ber of temporal-postural synergies, that is, of specific patterns in the space of
hand-joint configurations varying over time (Santello et al., 2002; Vinjamuri
et al., 2010a).
The experiments frequently consists of recording hand movement from dif-
ferent subjects. The hand joint angles of the subjects are frequently recoded
using a glove equipped with motion sensors, that the subjects wear during
the experiments. The kind of experiments are usually reach-to-grasp tasks,
but could even be haptic exploration tasks or developing common hand ges-
ture. In the first case the subject is comfortably seated in front of a table were
some common objects of different shape, size and weight are present, the sub-
jects are asked to reach and grasp the objects. In an haptic exploration task
the subject is blindfolded and asked to identify through haptic exploration
common objects placed in front of them. Finally in the last kind of task the
subject is asked to perform common hand actions like flipping through the
pages of a book or crumple a sheet of paper. In a reach-to-grasp task, fre-
quently the subject is asked to develop the task in the shortest possible time.
In fact, as we stressed in the previous paragraph, in this case possibly we
could consider synergies as all combining almost instantaneously and repre-
sent action a a linear combination of synergies all starting at the same time,
like expressed by the formula 3.5. The assumption of instantaneous syner-
gies activation was proved by Vinjamuri and colleagues in (Vinjamuri et al.,
2010a), they asked to some subjects to perform fast reaching grasp action(an
action last for about 1.6s). To each action was associated a vector in which
the first N values were the values returned form the motion sensor at the first
time instant, the second N values were the values of the motion sensor for
the second time instant and so on for the whole action duration. The vector
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Figure 3.5: This picture is taken from a work of Thakur (Thakur et al., 2008).
(a) The hand of a subject covered with motion sensors. (b) The object used in
order to develop an haptic exploration task.
obtained were expressed as an overposition of temporal-postural synergies
through the use of a Principal Component Analysis (PCA) techniques. They
could find that a set of 7/ 9 synergies could well represent all the grasp ac-
tions analyzed, by explaining a big percentage of the data variance1(around
93% / 96%). Thakur and colleagues (Thakur et al., 2008) analyzed differ-
ent hand actions looking for postural synergies, i.e for synergies in the space
of configuration. The data they analyzed were collected asking subjects to
haptic explore some common object and performing reach to grasp actions.
Even in this case PCA was used to find a representation of the data as linear
overposition of some synergies. Interestingly even in this case the number
of synergies to explain a large percentage of the variance was around 7/9
synergies. Very similar result are even shown in (Todorov and Ghahramani,
2004). Even in this case a PCA analysis is developed on hand joint config-
urations collected when the subject was performing common hand actions.
Interestingly these works suggest even that most of the synergies found are
task dependent. This result is even confirmed in a work by Ciocarlie and
Allen (Ciocarlie and Allen, 2009). The authors, used the synergies found by
Santello (Santello et al., 1998) in order to control a robotic hand in a variety
1The percentage of explained variance of a bench of data measures the quality of a
representation of the data. It comes from comparing the variance of the original data with
the variance of the reconstructed data. See appendix PCA for better explanation.
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of grasping tasks. They found that the best way for controlling the robot
hand in the was by using just few of the Santello synergies. The use of more
synergies do not improve significantly the performance of the robot unless a
much bigger computational time was admitted for the robot in order to find
the best synergies combination. The authors suggest that these results are
due to the fact that just few of the synergies found by Santello are involved
in all grasping tasks, while the most of them are grasp specific.
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Chapter 4
Hierarchical temporal postural
synergies
As we said in the previous chapter a lot of results in literature show the
plausibility for a synergy representation of actions in the CNS. Some other
results, we shown in the first chapter, instead stress that in the brain the same
action could be represented in different areas, with different levels of detail.
In this chapter we will describe the experiments done in order to obtain
an action representation that would model both these biological findings.
The actions representation we will describe has been realized using synergies
hierarchically organized. We will show that, considering any action x in our
motor dataset, is possible to find a set of vectors Vi such that the action can
be obtained as a linear overposition of the vectors.
x =
∑
i
ciVi. (4.1)
In our algorithm the vectors Vi represent temporal postural synergies (TPSs),
i.e. patterns in the space of motor configurations varying over time. Accord-
ing to Vinjamuri (Vinjamuri et al., 2010a) we considered actions developed
in a short time interval, in this case in fact considering actions as a linear
overposition of synergies is a plausible approximation. Our algorithm in-
duced a hierarchical organization among the synergies. This means that we
were able to find synergies, in the upper part of the hierarchy, that are used
to represent different kinds of actions, so describing action in a more general
fashion. We could even find synergies, in the lower part of the hierarchy, that
are used to represent just a particular kind of action, describing actions at a
more detailed level.
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4.1 Tree-structured synergies method
The algorithm we used, originally proposed by Jenatton (Jenatton et al.,
2010), allows for representing action x in terms of a linear combination of
vectors Vi. The main characteristics of our representation are that:
• the vectors involved in the representation are hierarchically organized;
• the representation is sparse.
The algorithm realizes a hierarchy among the TPSs by imposing a tree-
contraint on the representation in the following way. The user can arbitrarily
select a tree structure, the tree can have any kind of shape, but must have a
number of nodes equal to the number of synergies Vi in which the user wish
to decompose the action. Each node of the tree will be associated with a
vector Vi. Then the algorithm will look for the coefficients and the vectors
that better approximate the vector x, trying to force a representation such
that the vector Vi will be used to represent action x only if even its ancestors
on the tree Vj are used in the representation of the action.
This method, we called Tree-Structured Synergies Method (TSSM), is framed
within the larger class of sparse coding problems (Aharon et al., 2006; Engan
et al., 1999). These are unsupervied algorithms that try to find a set of
vectors constituting and overcomplete basis for the space of data. Each data
being represented as a linear combination of the basis vectors in which a
small set of coefficients are different from zero. We will see in fact that our
algorithm in addition to realize a hierarchical representation of action will
even use few Temporal Postural Synergy (TPS)s Vi to represent each action.
Let’s see more in detail how the algorithm works. Let’s define the matrix
X ∈ Rn×p. These matrix is obtained organizing row-wise the vectors x
describing the action. The n rows of the matrix corresponding to the n
actions in our dataset, while p is the dimentionality of the vector describing
the action x ∈ Rp. The problem we addressed can be solved by finding a
matrix V ∈ Rp×r such that each row of X can be approximated by a linear
combination of the r columns of V, i.e., Xi = Σrj=1uijVj. V is the matrix of
TPSs which are disposed column-wise. V is also called dictionary in machine
learning context. Let us call U ∈ Rn×r the matrix of the linear combination
coefficients, i.e., the i-th row of U corresponds to the r coefficients of the
linear combination of the r columns of V in order to approximate the i-th
row of X. Consequently, UVT is an approximation of X. Following (Jenatton
et al., 2010) the problem can be formulated as the following minimization
problem:
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min
U,V
1
2np
‖X−UVT‖2F + λ
n∑
i=1
r∑
j=1
‖ Dj ◦Ui ‖∞ (4.2)
where Ui is the i-th row of U, Vj is the j-column of V, and the matrix
D ∈ Rr×p, encoding the tree T , is defined so that dij is equal to 1 if the j-th
node in T is a descendant of the node i, and 0 otherwise. The vector Dj ◦Ui
is the element-wise product of Dj and Ui. The first term in the equation
B.1, is forcing our algorithm to reconstruct the original data. The second
term is instead forcing the hierarchical structure and the sparsity. To enforce
the tree hierarchical decomposition we may want that the decomposition of
any vector Xi could involve a dictionary element Vj only if the ancestor
of Vj in the tree are themselves involved in the representation of Xi. This
statement could be equivalently formulated as: when a dictionary element Vj
is not involved in the representation of Xi, none of its descendants should
be involved in the representation, i.e. the representation should avoid as
much as possible using subtrees. Each vector Di is selecting a node i and
specifying its subtree, in the sense that the j-th components of the vector
will be equal to zero if the node j is not in the subtree that has i as root
and will be equal to one otherwise. Now the term ‖ Dj ◦Ui ‖∞ in equation
B.1 is penalizing a representation if this is using the subtree described by
the vector Dj. On the other hand if we extract form the second summation
Figure 4.1: On the left. The dashed square indicate the subtrees. To each subtree
corresponding a vector Di. On the right. Example of a sparsity pattern. The
subtrees {2, 4}, {4} and {6} are set to zero, so the corresponding node (in gray) are
removed from the representation. The remain that constitute the representation,
{1, 3, 5}, respect the hierarchical constraint. Taken form ((Jenatton et al., 2010)).
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in equation B.1 the coefficients Ui relative to the single data, we have that
this can be interpreted as the l1 norm applied over the r-dimentional vector
α = [‖ D1 ◦Ui ‖∞, . . . , ‖ D1 ◦Ui ‖∞]. We know that the l1 norm enforce
sparsity so just few component of the vector α will be different from zero, i.e.
the algorithm will try to represent the data using the less possible number
of subtrees (see figure 4.1).
In order to solve the problem (B.1), we followed the usual approach of finding
the minimum by alternating optimizations with respect to the coefficients U
and to the dictionary V. Most methods are based on this alternating scheme
of optimization (Basso et al., 2011). Therefore the algorithm used here is
composed of two alternate stages: 1) Tree-Structured Coding Stage. In this
stage the dictionary V is fixed and the matrix U is updated. 2) Synergy
Dictionary Stage. Here the matrix V is updated while keeping the U’s values
fixed. For more details see Appendix (Section ??). Note that, even if the
algorithm convergence is not theoretically guaranteed, from an experimental
point of view we found an enough stable algorithm convergence: there was
an encouraging independence of results from multiple runs of the algorithm
on the same data. It is worth to note that different choices of the tree T
and the sparsity parameter λ induce different solutions of the minimization
problem. This dependence implies the need for a careful choice of T and λ.
4.2 Dataset collection
Ten right-handed subjects (five men and five women, age ranging from 24 to
30 years) took part in the experiments. Subjects were instructed to reach,
grasp and hold different objects several times. Following Gallese’s studies on
monkeys (Gallese et al., 1996) , three different classes of grasping actions were
considered: Precision Grip, Finger Prehension and Whole Hand Prehension.
Precision Grip is the grasping action done putting in opposition the index
and the thumb of the hand; Finger Prehension is done putting in opposition
the thumb to the other fingers; Whole Hand Prehension is done executing
a flexion of all the fingers around the object. Three objects with different
size and shape were used according to the type of grasp used. Nine different
grasping action types were selected (see Table 4.1), and each action type was
executed by all the subjects. The subject were seated at a table with two
clearly visible surface marks (m1 and m2) placed at a distance of roughly
40 cm from each other. Each trial started with the subject having his hand
closed on the mark m1. Then, the subject had to reach and grasp the target
object. This was in the position m2 placed on the table or on an appropri-
ated sustain in order to facilitate the grasping. The subjects were asked to
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preform the action in an accurate way, but even in the shortest possible time
and to hold the object after grasping for some time instants. Participants had
been clearly instructed about each type of grasping action. Before recording
hand movements, there was a training phase where they familiarized with
the different types of grasping actions. Subjects performed 50 trials for each
type of grasping actions. Thus, each subject performed a total of 450 trials.
A HumanGlove (Humanware S.r.l., Pontedera (Pisa), Italy) endowed with 16
sensors (see Figure 4.2) was used to record joint angles. Wrist related sensors
were not considered for this work whereas 10 hand related sensors are consid-
ered according to (Vinjamuri et al., 2010b). In particular sensors which mea-
sure angles of the carpometacarpal(CMC) and metacarpophalangeal (MCP)
joints of the thumb and the metacarpophlangeal (MCP) and proximal inter-
phalangeal (PIP) joints of the other four fingers were considered, for a total
of d = 10 sensors. Once we recorded all the actions, we truncated them in
order to preserve only the their relevant parts where the hand was actually
moving. We then resampled each action in order to have the same length
T = 30. To represent an action we first arranged the d sensor values recorded
at time instant t into a vector we named hand-joint configuration hc(t) ∈ Rd,
then the vector x, describing the action was obtained by concatenating the
T vectors hc(t), i.e., x = [hc(1),hc(2), ...,hc(T )].
Figure 4.2: DataGlove. HumanGlove (Humanware S.r.l., Pontedera (Pisa), Italy)
endowed with 16 sensors was used to record all the grasping actions.
Summarizing, ten datasets DS1, DS2 . . . , DS10, one for each subject, were
constructed. Each dataset contains a total of 450 grasping actions, 50 trials
for each one of the 9 action types previously described. In order to develop
the tests we will describe in the following sections we needed to create a
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training and a validation set. We split each dataset DSi, consisting of 450
actions, into two subsets consisting of 225 actions. These were obtained
choosing in a random way 25 actions for each one of the 9 action types. For
each DSi, the first subset obtained was used as training set and we will call
it TSi, whereas from the second subset we built three noisy test sets NT 1i ,
NT 2i and NT 3i adding to the recorded actions a zero-mean Gaussian noise
with standard deviation respectively of σ = 0.2, σ = 0.4 and σ = 0.6. Note
that the data we collected were values of the angles among the hand joint
expressed in radiants, more or less varying in the range [−0.4, 1.8].
4.3 Tree-structure and PCA representation
In our analysis of tree-strucutred TPSs representation we chose 7 kinds of
different structures having different number of layers and different number
of splits for each layers. The trees we used are depicted in table 4.2. To
compare our representation with a more standard one we chose to compute
TPSs with a PCA approach. This, as we saw in the previous chapter, is a
widely used approach (Todorov and Ghahramani, 2004; Santello et al., 2002,
1998; Mason et al., 2001; Vinjamuri et al., 2010a). For each tree structure
T1, T2, . . . , T7, we realized a PCA action representation considering a number
of principal components equal to the number of nodes in the tree. In this
way we realized PCA representation with a number of principal components
varying in the set {29, 13, 5, 22, 10, 15, 7}. It is worth to note that in a PCA-
based action representation any action is typically represented using all the
selected TPSs, consequently there is no specific TPSs organization.
4.4 Recruiting the original dictionary
Before starting analyzing our dataset we develop a test on the TSSM algo-
rithm. We created some synthetic datasets obtained as linear combination of
dictionary vectors that could be or not hierarchically organized. We expected
our algorithm would be able to recruit the dictionary vectors when the syn-
thetic data would be obtained from a hierarchically structured dictionary.
For this kind of test we considered two of the tree structures in table 4.2, the
tree T1 and T2. For each of these trees we generated a synthetic p× ri dictio-
nary V, with ri equal to the number of nodes in the tree Ti with i = 1, 2 and
p = 200. The dictionary was constructed so that atoms at the higher levels
of the tree would represent more "global" aspects of the signals generated,
whereas atoms at lower levels of the tree would capture more specific aspects
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Grasp name Object Grasp Picture
Precision Grip Usb pendrive cap
Precision Grip Ping-pong ball
Precision Grip Marking pen cap
Prehension Book
Prehension Compact-disk
Prehension Scotch tape
Whole Hand Tennis ball
Whole Hand Cup
Whole Hand Scotch tape
Table 4.1: Grasping action types. The table shows the nine grasping action types
used in our experiments.
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Tree #Levels Level Split Total nodes
T1 3 4,2,2 29
T2 2 4,2 13
T3 1 4 5
T4 3 3,2,2 22
T5 2 3,2 10
T6 3 2,2,2 15
T7 2 2,2 7
Table 4.2: Tree-structured synergies. The Tree-Structured Synergy Method
(TSSM) has been applied using 7 different rooted-trees T1, T2 . . . , T7, these have
several heights, form 1 to 3, and different number of split per level form 2 to 4.
of the signals. Accordingly, we defined the i-th atoms Vi as follow (we will
ignore the superscript for simplicity):
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V = Φ(sin(2pilx));
Φ(a) =
{
a a ∈ [(k − 1)p/Numl, kp/Numl];
0 otherwise;
(4.3)
where x ∈ Rp assumes p equally spaced values in the interval [0, 1], l is the
level to which the atom belongs (the root is considered at level 1), k is the
position of the atom on the level l (1 correspond to the position of the most
left atom in the level), Numl equal to the number of atoms in the level l. A
representation of the atoms is given in picture 4.3 for the tree T2.
Using this dictionary two kind of synthetic datasets were generated tree−
Figure 4.3: The synthetic dictionary created using the tree structure T2. The
upper plot refers to the root atom, the plot on the second row represent the atoms
in the second layer of the tree, while the ones on the third row repesent the atoms
of the third level. The atoms are all defined in the interval [0, 1], but in the picture
are plotted just the intervals where the atoms are different from zero.
DSi and rand − DSi. More specifically for each of the tree Ti we gener-
ated 10 datasets tree − DSi each composed of N p-dimensional elements
with N = 500. Each element was obtained as a linear combination of the
atoms Vi previously computed. When calculating the dataset tree − DSi
tree constraints were imposed on the selection of the linear combination of
coefficients, moreover a value of coefficient sparsity around the 70% were
forced. Likewise, we generated other 10 datasets, rand − DSi, each com-
posed of N p-dimensional elements with each element computed as a linear
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combination of the atom belonging to the synthetic dictionary without im-
posing the tree constraints and using a sparsity value about equal to 70%
as before. The absolute value of all the non-zero coefficients was chosen in
a random way, according to a uniform distribution, in the range [0.2, 1]. In
order to compare the dictionary computed by our algorithm TSSM with
the original dictionary we followed a procedure proposed by Aharon and col-
leagues(Aharon et al., 2006). For each atoms computed by our algorithm
V′k, we found the closest dictionary in the synthetic dataset according to
the distance 1 − |(Vj)TV′k|. Two dictionary vectors were considered to be
the same if their distance was less then 0.01. The TSSM algorithm was ap-
plied to all the 10 tree−DS and 10 rand−DS dataset for different values
of the regularization parameter λ (tree values in the range [0.01, 0.1]). We
chose the computed dictionary having the minimum reconstruction error and
a sparsity ranging in the interval [0.65, 0.75].
In the table 4.3 the mean and standard deviation of the percentage of re-
trieved dictionary vector is reported. It is evident in the results in the table
TSSM mean and Std (%)
Tree−DS
T1 82± 10(82± 10)
T2 83± 9(82± 9)
Rand−DS
T1 25± 8
T2 14± 6
Table 4.3: The percantage of retrived dictionary in the Tree−DS and Rand−DS
datasets.
that the TSSM algorithm is able to retrieve the majority of the dictionary
vectors when in the dataset is actually present a tree hierarchical organi-
zation. This is not the case in the dataset Rand − DS where in fact the
percentage of retrieved dictionary is strongly reduced.
4.5 TSSM representation capacity
In this paragraph we describe a test we realized in order to compare the rep-
resentation capacity of TPSs when these are computed with TSSM algorithm
or with a PCA algorithm. In a first part of the test we represented the actions
in our dataset according to different tree-structure and PCA representations.
For each of the action representation we tested the performance of a linear
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multi-class classifier in associating each action to the relative class.
We consider to represent our data with all the trees T1, T2, . . . , T7, each tree
representation was compared with a PCA representation obtained respec-
tively with 29, 13, 5, 22, 10, 15, 7, principal components.
For each training set TSi, with i = 1, 2, 3, . . . 10, we solved the minimization
problem as expressed in equation B.1 by TSSM using in turn each of the seven
trees T1, T2, . . . , T7, and a regularization parameter λ (see eq. B.1) ranging
in [0.01, 0.1] at step 0.005. The regularization parameter λ was chosen to
obtain an high sparsity value. We consider high sparsity a mean sparsity
value roughly equal to 30% of the total number of TPSs of each tree. More
specifically the mean sparsity of the tree-based action representations be-
longing to each training set was computed as 1− 1
pn
∑n
j=1 ‖ Uj ‖0, where Uj
are the coefficients of the tree-based action representation for j-th action of
the training set. Note that the mean value of the sparsity multiplied by the
number of synergies gives the mean number of synergies used to represent
each action. For the corresponding λ we found that the reconstruction error
1
2np
‖X−UVT‖2F was always lower than 4× 10−3.
This choice enabled us to obtain both compact and meaningful action rep-
resentations. Thus, for each training set TSi we found seven different sets
of TPSs, SiT1 , S
i
T2
. . . SiT7 . Each action belonging to the training set TSi was
represented by seven different tree-based action representations, one for each
tree. Similarly, for each action belonging to the training set TSi we ob-
tained seven different PCA-based action representations, one for each choice
of the maximum number of principal components ({29, 13, 5, 22, 10, 15, 7}).
A linear SVM multi-class classifier (Hastie et al., 2009) was used to classify
the action representations according to the grasping types. The SVM was
trained with the coefficients of the obtained action representations. Thus, at
the end of the training phase, the TPSs computed by TSSM and PCA, and
the classifier’s parameters were determined.
In the test phase the actions belonging to the noisy test sets NT 1i , NT 2i
and NT 3i were used. Here, while leaving unchanged the TPSs computed
previously in the training phase, for each action belonging to each NT ji we
computed, similarly to the training phase, seven different tree-based action
representations and seven PCA-based action representation. The classifier
as determined in the training phase was fed, for each action belonging to
each noisy test set, with the corresponding seven tree-based action represen-
tations and the corresponding PCA-based action representations. Finally,
the performance of the multi-class classifier was measured by classification
accuracy which is defined as the ratio between correctly classified actions
over the total number of actions. Thus, for each noisy test set, we obtained:
1) for the tree-based action representations, seven classification accuracy val-
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ues corresponding to the seven different trees, 2) for the PCA-based action
representations, seven classification accuracy values. In figure 4.4, for each
Figure 4.4: Plot of accuracy values (y axis), mediate on all the ten subjects,
for the two methods (TSSM, in red dots, and PCA, in blue dots), for every tree
structure T1, T2..., T7
of the noisy test sets NT 1i , NT 2i and NT 3i , the seven classification accuracy
values, mediated on all the ten subjects for both tree-structured and PCA
action representation, are shown. As it is evident form the plots, the accu-
racy for the two kind of representations are nearly the same. This can be
assumed as a prove that the tree structure methods is representing data at
least as good as the PCA representation. Moreover in the case of the struc-
tures T1 and T4 the tree representations result to perform better then all the
other representations. In the following analysis we will consider only TPSs
organized according to the tree structures T1 and T4.
4.6 Usage, Commonality, Selectivity
In order to verify that our algorithm is actually forcing a hierarchical struc-
ture among the synergies we developed the following analysis. At first we
defined the Usage of a synergy. This is a measure of how much a given TPS,
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Figure 4.5: Subject 1: synergy usage for the trees T1. The figure on the top of
the table shows the usage of the synergies in a tree-based action representation for
six of the nine types of actions when the trees T1is used for the subject 1. The
numbered white squares organized in a tree refer to the computed TPSs . The gray
level of a edge going from i to j, with j > i, represents the usage of the TPS j.
Black level indicates the maximum value. If the edge is absent the synergy is not
used.
Vk ∈ SiT , is used to represent a kind of action Ah, and is defined as follow:
ahk = usage
(
Vk, Ah
)
=
1
card (h)
∑
j∈Ai
‖ ujk ‖0 (4.4)
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where card (h) is the number of actions belonging to the h-th type of actions.
The Usage of a synergy actually correspond to the percentage of actions
belonging to the class Ah that use the synergy Vk. We evaluated the usage
for each subject for the tree structure T1 and T4. In order to represent the
usage for an action we depicted the tree structure with the edge going for
node i to node j with j > i that is more dark and thick as much the j-th
TPS is used. In figure 4.5 we represent the usage of the synergies for the tree
structure T1 for 6 of the 9 kind of action in the dataset. It is quite evident from
the figure that different branches of the tree are used to represent different
actions. Some synergies are common to more the one action class, this mainly
happens for the synergies of the first level, for example synergy number 16 is
used for representing whole hand actions but even for representing prehention
actions. This effect is evident even in the other tree structure T4 (see figure
4.6) The representation of the usage seem to suggest that there are synergies
used for representing more kind of actions, the synergies more near to the root
of the tree, while other synergies, more near to the leafs, are specific for action
type. In order to quantify this impression we defined two measures named
commonality and selectivity of a TPS. The commonality of the synergy Vk
is defined according to the following formula:
commonality
(
Vk
)
=
MVk
1 + SVk
(4.5)
where MVk and SVk are the mean and standard deviation of the usage
values for the k-th synergy over all action types. Clearly a synergy with an
high value of commonality is strongly used in more then one type of action.
Since the usage takes values in the range [0, 1], the commonality could as
well take on values in the same set. A value of the commonality near to 1
means that the corresponding synergy is widely used by almost all the action
types. The selectivity for a synergy Vk is:
selectivity
(
Vk
)
=
maxi usage
(
Vk, Ai
)− 1
C−1
∑
j 6=ik usage
(
Vk, Aj
) (4.6)
where ik is the index of the action type for which usage
(
Vk, Ai
)
assumes
the maximum value. Note that also selectivity
(
Vk
)
lies between 0 and 1.
The maximum value 1 is reached when a given synergy is used by all the
actions belonging to just one type of actions.
We evaluated the commonality and selectivity for all the ten subjects for
both the tree structures T1 and T4. At first we evaluated the two measures
for each single synergy, then we evaluated their mean values for each of the
level of the trees. The two graphs in figure 4.7 respectively refers to the tree
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Figure 4.6: Subject 4: synergy usage for the trees T4. The figure on the top of
the table shows the usage of the synergies in a tree-based action representation for
six of the nine types of actions when the trees T4is used for the subject 4. The
numbered white squares organized in a tree refer to the computed TPSs . The gray
level of a edge going from i to j, with j > i, represents the usage of the TPS j.
Black level indicates the maximum value. If the edge is absent the synergy is not
used.
T1 and T4. The three bars for each histogram represent the levels of the tree,
we are not considering the commonality and selectivity of the root of the
tree, since this is used in all the action representations. It is worth noting
that the commonality value decreases over the tree layers, indicating that the
synergies more near to the root are more common to different kinds of action
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Figure 4.7: Commonality and selectivity using the trees T1 and T4. The left
(right) graph shows selectivity and commonality mean values computed for each
level of the rooted-tree T1 (T4) used in the tree-based action representation.
possibly meaning that these synergies represent more general characteristics
of action. The opposite can be said for the synergies on the leafs of the
tree that should represent characteristics specific of the singular action. The
selectivity values present an increasing trends only for the first two levels
of the tree. This is because some synergies of the last level are used to be
specific for a subset of the grasping actions of a given action type.
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Chapter 5
Hierarchical Visuo-Motor
architecture
The architecture we built, named Hierarchical Visuo-Motor (HVM) architec-
ture, is intended to realize a mapping among the visual and motor represen-
tations of grasping actions. The architecture, modeling some aspects of the
mirror system, will analyze and provide possible solutions to the problems
related to the visuo-motor mapping in a biologically plausible system. In
the first paragraph of the chapter we will give a precise description of the
mirror system characteristics that our architecture models. We will moreover
discuss of the main difficulties, form a computational point of view, of asso-
ciating to an action presented in a video the relative motor representation.
In the second paragraph we will quickly present the dataset we used, a more
detailed presentation of the data would be given in the next chapter. In the
third paragraph we will describe some possible biologically plausible mecha-
nisms through which the computational problems previously analyzed could
be overcome. In the same paragraph we will present the main computational
modules that constitute the HVM architecture. Each of this module would
be described in a subsection of the paragraph. Finally in the last paragraph
we will show that one of the main characteristic of the mirror neuron, the
different behaviour of the broadly and strictly neurons, can be modeled by
our architecture.
5.1 Biological systems and HVM architecture
In realizing the HVM architecture we wished to:
• model some characteristics of the mirror neuron system;
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• solve the problem of mapping an action visual representation into the
relative motor representation in a biologically plausible fashion.
According to the direct matching hypothesis (Rizzolatti et al., 2001), the
motor system plays a fundamental role in the process of action recognition.
Many of the experimental findings show that action observation activates a
wide zone of the motor area of the observer. Notably two important things
happens. The first one is that the areas used to perform an action are reacti-
vated when the same action is observed. The second one is that during both,
execution and observation, the actions are codified with different degrees of
detail(from kinematic to goal codify). So there is a big evidence that in the
motor area a detailed description of the action, both executed or observed is
realized. To this respect we built an architecture equipped with an its own
motor repertoire. This would resemble the motor codify of actions in the mo-
tor area of the brain. The motor repertoire of the HVM architecture would
deeply enter in the process of visual elaboration. In particular we realized a
mapping among the visual and motor representation of actions. The map-
ping as well as the motor representation would be hierarchically organized.
From a computational point of view this kind of mapping would be par-
ticularly difficult because of two reasons: very different visual inputs are
associated to the same motor act and very similar visual inputs are asso-
ciated to different motor acts. The first problem rises from considering for
example that the same action can be observed from totally different points of
view. The second problem instead is particularly evident when considering
that our dataset is constituted of grasping actions, where, due to hand self
occlusion, two very similar hand images can in fact correspond to quite dif-
ferent grasping acts. So the brain and any architecture that wishes to model
the mirror system must solve these two problems. The solution to the first
problem is suggested by the associative account for the mirror neurons (Cook
et al., 2013). This, as we explained in the first chapter, asserts that mirror
neurons would be the result of an associative learning process that takes place
among areas of the visual and motor cortexes. In fact there are different oc-
casions where the same action is executed and in the mean time observed
according to different prospectives. Let us think about self-observation when
performing an action or imitation of an action preformed by someone else.
The contemporary activation of areas encoding the visual characteristics and
the motor characteristics of the same action, would bring to strengthen the
connections among these areas. In the HVM architecture the problem of
associating different images to the same motor act was faced faced by using
an artificial neural network to realize the mapping. The network, trained on
a big set of data, will possibly learn the right visuo-motor associations.
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The second problem (similar images correspond to different motor acts) is
solved in our architecture in the following way. The same hand image in
input is associated, at least in a first computational step, to more then one
motor representation. This would be actually realized in a module named
non-functional module, using a particular kind of artificial neural network
that can describe non-functional mapping. In the next paragraph a detailed
description of this network would be given as well as a precise description of
the use of this network in the HVM architecture. Once a visual input has
been associated to more then one motor representation how can the archi-
tecture actually try to select one action representation among the multiple
selected? The architecture will use its motor repertoire to develop this task,
this would be realized through the use of two computational models we will
refer as spatial congruence module and temporal congruence module. The
spatial congruence module will check which of the action representation se-
lected is more similar to one of the actions present in the architecture motor
repertoire. As we will show more precisely later, the first two modules receive
in input a video-frame for each time instant, associating to it a small group
of plausible motor acts according to the architecture motor repertoire. The
last module, the temporal congruence module, will collect the outputs of the
previous two modules for different time instants, and will check which motor
representation is more frequently present.
5.2 Visual and motor representation
The dataset we used for training and testing our architecture is just a subset
of the one used for the experiments on the hierarchical synergy representa-
tion of chapter 3. To each action previously recorded a video of the hand
as observed from a particular angle was associated. In the figure 6.1 are
depicted the representation of the hand at different time instants while the
subject was executing two different kind of gasping actions. In this way to
each grasping action was associated: a set of motor data(i.e. the angle of all
the joints of the hand for all the duration of the action) and a video of the ac-
tion as observed form a specific prospective(see figure 5.1). The motor codify
is the one described in the previous chapter. Each motor act was represented
as an linear combination of temporal postural synergies hierarchically orga-
nized. We will use for the motor action representation, the symbol m. More
technical details about the tree-structured representations used will be given
in the next chapter. In this chapter, in order to facilitate the explanation of
the modules of the HVM architecture we will suppose that the motor rep-
resentation would be obtained according to a 3 levels binary tree (see figure
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Figure 5.1: Four frames extracted while two different actions were performed.
The first set of frames refer to a whole hand (WH) grasping. The second set of
frames refer to a precision grip (PG) grasp action.
5.2), but all the modules of our architecture were in fact projected to work
with any kind of tree, with any number of layers. As I said to each action
was possible to associate a video. T frames at regular time intervals were
extracted from each video, codified and stored in vectors v. These vectors
v will constitute the input of the HVM architecture. Summarizing to each
action we will associate:
• a motor representation vector m. In the case of the tree in figure 5.2,
this vector will have 7 components m = (c1, . . . , c7);
• a set of T vectors, one for each video-frame, codifying the image rep-
resented in the frame: v(1), . . . ,v(T ).
5.3 General overview of the architecture
5.3.1 When performing an action
In our motor representation each action can be described by a weighted
summation of some atoms, the synergies, each atoms could be considered as
describing a piece of action at a certain level of detail. Our representation
of data induces a correlation among the use of the synergies. In other words
there are groups of synergies that are frequently used together to represent
some kind of actions and some other groups of synergies that are used to
represent some other actions. In the following we will depict a way through
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Figure 5.2: In this chapter we will consider the tree hierarchical motor represen-
tation, as obtained according to a 3 layers binary tree.
which this correlation can be exploited by our architecture in order to recog-
nize an action shown in a video. Instead in this paragraph we wish to stress
how this correlation among atoms could correspond to a correlation in the
activity of some areas of the motor cortex. In fact, as stressed in the previous
chapter, having found a synergies hierarchical representation of actions is an
indirect prove that in the motor cortex actually the action could be codified
according to synergies. This could mean that, as happen for the atoms of
our representation, even among the activities of the motor cortex areas that
codify synergies could exist a strong correlation. This correlation among mo-
tor areas in a subject could be established in an associative learning fashion
when the subject is engaged in learning a new action or in performing an
already learned one.
5.3.2 When observing an action
HVM architecture can be divided into two blocks, the first one, named non-
functional mapping block is composed of two submodules, themixture density
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network module and the spatial congruence module (see figure 5.3). This non-
functional mapping block receives in input a frame of a video and associates to
it a set of motor action representations. The second block of the architecture
is composed of a singular module named the temporal congruence module.
This module collects the outputs of the first block for different time instants
and returns the final output of the whole architecture. The three modules
account for three different computational aspects of the HVM architecture
that are enumerated in this paragraph. The first one is:
1. building a mapping among visual representation and motor represen-
tation.
The mixture density network module receives at each time instant a frame of
a video representing a grasping act and returns the possible motor configu-
rations associated to that video. Since as was stressed the same image can in
fact be associated to different actions, we used for realizing the visuo-motor
mapping a particular kind of artificial neural network, known in literature as
Mixture Density Network (MDN) (Jacobs et al., 1991; Bishop, 1994). This
network can account for modeling non-functional mapping. As well as ac-
tion representation, even the viso-motor mapping is developed in the HVM
architecture in an hierarchical fashion. In fact it is realized through different
computational modules(different MDNs), each projecting the same visual
input into subsets of the action representation, each subset describing the
action at different levels of detail. We will refer to this subset of the mo-
tor representation as motor partial-representations. This particular kind of
mapping would be described in paragraph 5.4.
The output of the mixture density network module would be constituted by
a sets of data for each level of the tree representation. Each set storing motor
partial-representations. All these motor partial-representations can in fact be
associated to the same video-frame. How can the architecture actually try to
select one action representation among the multiple partial-representations
selected? The architecture would need a way to choose/disambiguate among
the different possible motor partial-representations returned as output of the
MDNs. We hypothesized that the motor knowledge, helps in disambiguate
by:
2. choosing the configuration that are more similar to an action present
in the architecture motor repertoire;
3. choosing the motor configuration that are more frequently returned as
output of the non-functional mapping block.
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Figure 5.3: The HVM architecture with the three functional blocks
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The point number 2 is realized in HVM architecture by the module named
spatial congruence(see figure 5.3). This part of the architecture is equipped
with an its own motor repertoire. It analyzes one by one the output of
the mixture density network module and checks which of the motor partial-
representations can be composed together to realize a motor configuration
that actually resemble a motor configuration in its motor repertoire. The
motor configuration returned as output of the spatial congruence module are
indicated in figure 5.3 as {m1, . . . ,ml}. We will describe in paragraph 5.4.3
how exactly the spatial congruence module works.
The last part of the architecture, named in the figure temporal congruence
module, would check which of the motor configuration is more frequently re-
turned as output of the previous architecture modules during the observation
of an action. This part of the architecture will be described in the paragraph
5.5.
5.4 Non-functional mapping block
The non-functional mapping block is composed of the mixture density net-
work module and the spatial congruence module. The main component of the
mixture density network module is a MDN, this is a network that associate
to an input the parameters of a mixture of gaussian as output. Details on
these network could be found in the first subsection of this paragraph. In the
second subsection of this paragraph we will describe how the non-functional
mapping has been actually realized using more then one MDN. Finally in
the last subsection we will describe the spatial congruence module.
5.4.1 Mixture density network
As we previously explained the problem of mapping the visual input in the
corresponding motor data is an inverse problem, where the same or very
similar inputs are associated with different outputs. One possibility to cope
with a non-functional mapping could be to realize a structure that associates
to an input data a probability distribution on the output set. More specif-
ically, given a visual input v, the probability of the possible output can be
approximated by the probability density function pv(m). Thus, in general,
the problem of modeling a non-functional mapping can be viewed in terms
of estimating the conditional probability distribution p(m|v). According to
Bishop (Bishop and Nasrabadi, 2006), one can deal with the problem of esti-
mating the previous probability distribution, by adopting a MDN approach.
In this approach the probability distribution estimated is realized by a mix-
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ture of gaussians:
p(m|v) =
M∑
i=1
αi(v)φi(m|v) (5.1)
where the φi(m|v) are kernel functions identified with Gaussian functions of
the form:
φi(m|v) = 1
(2pi)c/2σci (v)
exp
(
−||m− µi(v)||
2
2σi(v)
)
(5.2)
The coefficients of the mixture, αi(v), and the parameters of the kernel func-
tions, µi(v) and σi(v) , depend on the sensory input v. Each gaussian is
characterized by one parameter σi for the covariance, plus one for the mix-
ture coefficient αi, plus the parameters defining the components of the mean
vector µi. A two layers, feed-forward neural network can be used to model
the relationship between visual inputs v and corresponding mixture parame-
ters. Given a dataset of input-target couples
{
(v1,m1) , . . . ,
(
vN ,mN
)}
the
Figure 5.4: Mixture density network.
network is trained in order to minimize the negative log-likelihood of the
data:
E = −
N∑
n=1
ln
{
M∑
i=1
αi(v
n)φi(m
n|vn)
}
(5.3)
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The derivative of the error function respect to the parameters of the mix-
ture can be easily calculated (Bishop and Nasrabadi, 2006) and any gradient
descent algorithm can be applied to learn the network weights.
5.4.2 Mixture density network module
The mixture density network module was realized mapping the visual input
into the coefficients of the motor representation using one MDN per layer of
the tree representation. In other words a first MDN was trained to realize
the non-functional mapping between the visual input and the coefficient of
the first layer of the tree (root layer). A second MDN mapped the visual
input to the coefficients of the atoms of the second layer of the tree, and so
on for all the tree layers. Considering the tree in figure 5.5. The first MDN
Figure 5.5: In the mixture density network module the viso-motor mapping is
realized using a mixture density network for each layer of the tree.
receiving in input a frame of the video showing a grasping action, would
return the parameter of a gaussian distribution in the one-dimensional space
of the possible coefficients of the root. The second MDN will receive the same
input as the first one and will return the parameter of a gaussian in a two
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dimensional space, this is the space of the coefficients relative to the atoms
of the second layer. Finally the last network would return the parameters of
a gaussian in a four-dimensional space.
The output of the mixture density network module was built according to
the following steps. At first we sampled n data from each of the distributions
returned by the three networks, obtaining one set of data for each layer. In
the case of the tree in figure 5.5 we obtained three sets of data:
L1 = {c11, . . . , cn1}; L2 = {(c12, c13), . . . , (cn2 , cn3 )};
L3 = {(c14, c15, c16, c17), . . . , (cn4 , cn5 , cn6 , cn7 )}.
L1 are the n coefficients of the root sampled form the first distribution. L2
are the n two-dimensional vectors coefficient of the atoms of the second layer
of the tree, in figure 5.5 the atoms are indicated with the number 2 and
3. L3 are the data sampled from the third distribution. The output of the
mixture density network module was then obtained by considering all the
possible vectors formed concatenating an element of the first set with one
of the second and with one of the third. In other words by realizing the
Kronecker product of the three sets, we will refer to this set as O1:
O1 ≡ L1 ⊗ L2 ⊗ L3 = {(ci1, cj2, cj3, ck4, ck5, ck6, ck7)}ni,j,k=1.
The idea of realizing a visuo-motor map using a MDN for each layer of the
tree is two folds. The first reason is a strictly practical one. In fact we could
have used just one MDN for mapping the visual input into the motor rep-
resentations, but training this network would have been more difficult since
the quite big dimensionality of the output space. Even if this could not seem
the case for the tree we are considering in these paragraph, the reader must
envisage that in realizing a motor codify we used even quite big tree to rep-
resent the motor data, with about 30 nodes. In the next chapter we will
develop some test to compare the visuo-motor mapping when realized with
a single MDN or with a MDN for layer.
The second reason is the most important one and it deals with some assump-
tions we made about the computational characteristics of the mirror neuron
system. We hypothesized that the projections form the visual area to the mo-
tor cortex are multiples and can be grouped, at least in first approximation,
into groups that are mutually independent. Here in particular, considering
one MDN for layer, we assumed different, parallel and independent compu-
tation that associate to the visual input a different motor representation at
multiple degree of detail.
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5.4.3 Spatial congruence module
The spatial congruence module has to check which of the motor representa-
tions returned as output of the mixture density module would in fact resemble
actions in the architecture motor repertoire. We will give in the next chapter
a lot of details on how we trained and validate the performance of HVM
architecture. By now it would be sufficient to know that our dataset was
mainly divided into two sets containing approximately the same number of
data: a training and a validation set. The data in the training set were
used to train the MDNs and to realize the architecture motor repertoire, the
validation was used to test the performances of the MDNs and of the whole
architecture. In order to equip our HVM architecture with a motor repertoire
we proceed in the following way. We realized a probability distribution over
the motor action representation in the training set. We considered all the
motor representations of the data present in the training set and evaluated a
probability distribution Pm over this data. In the case of our tree (see figure
5.2) we were looking for a probability distribution over the coefficients of the
7 atoms:
Pm = Pm(c
1, . . . , c7)
The previous probability distribution, using the probability product rule,
could even be rewritten as:
Pm(c
1, . . . , c7) = P3(c4, . . . , c7) P2(c2, c3|c4, . . . , c7) P1(c1|c2, . . . , c7);
Where the three probability distributions P1, P2, P3 were so called to stress
the fact that are defined respectively over the coefficients of the first, second
and third layer of the tree. The probability P3 on the third level was chosen
to be a mixture of gaussians.
P3(c4, . . . , c7) =
N∑
i=1
pii N (c4, . . . , c7|µi,Σi);
The gaussians in the previous summation were the more general one in an
RD space( where D is equal to 4 in this case) in other words no restriction
was assumed on the covariance matrices Σi. The analytic representation of
the previous gaussian is:
N (x|µ,Σ) = 1
(2pi)D/2
1
|Σ|1/2 exp
{
−1
2
(x− µ)TΣ−1(x− µ)
}
.
Where µ is the D-dimensional mean vector, Σ is a D×D covariance matrix
and |Σ| denotes the determinant of Σ. In order to find the best parameter for
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the P3 distribution we maximized the likelihood of the distribution over the
training set using an expectation maximization algorithm (Dempster et al.,
1977; McLachlan and Krishnan, 2007).
The other two probability distributions, P1 and P2, were obtained using two
MDNs. So these distributions are mixture of gaussians, where the parameters
of the gaussians are function of the coefficients of the lower level of the tree.
Once found the best parameters for the distributions P1, P2, P3 and hence
having defined the distribution Pm, we could use this distribution in the
spatial congruence module. This module received in input the set of vectors
present in the output of the previous mixture density network module, named
O1. To each of the vector in the set O1, let’s call it oi, was associated its
probability according to the density probability distribution Pm(oi). Then:
• a number xi was extracted form a uniform distribution in the interval
[0, 1];
• if it happens that Pm(oi) > xi then the element oi was included in the
output set of the spatial congruence module, otherwise it was discarded.
After applying this procedure to all the vectors present in the set O1 we
obtained a new set of motor action codify, we will call it O2 that differently
form O1 contains just motor representation that are similar to the motor
representation present in the architecture motor repertoire.
5.5 Temporal congruence module
The temporal congruence module exploits another characteristic of our motor
representation. In fact as was shown in chapter 3, we are codifying actions in
terms of temporal postural synergies. This means that a whole grasping act
is codified with a vector of coefficients that do not change during the action
development. On the other hand the first module of the architecture receives
in input a video-frame of an action that is time dependent and associate to it
a set of actions O2. While O2 set is time dependent its elements, the action
codifies are not. Let us consider the architecture while receiving in input the
video-frames of a certain action at different time instants v(t − τ),..., v(t),
and let us say that these are associated to an action whom motor codify
is the vector m. We know that HVM architecture will associate to each
input a set of action representations for each time instant. We will refer to
these sets as O2(t − τ), ..., O2(t). It is plausible that the action m would
be present in more then one of this set, possibly in all of them (see figure
5.6). Our architecture will try to recognize the action by looking for which
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action representation is more present in the different sets O2. The temporal
congruence module works in the following way. It evaluates the Euclidean
distance between all the action representations at time t and time t− 1.
di,j(t) = ||mi(t)−mj(t− 1)|| ∀ mi∈O2(t), mj∈O2(t− 1)
It will repeat this operation for τ time instants back in time, evaluating
di,j(t − τ), . . . , di,j(t). In order to obtain the action representation that is
more present in the different datasets we considered the graph in figure 5.6
The graph has a node for each action representation in the sets O2 for all the
time instant form t− τ to t. So it has l nodes relative to the l actions in the
set O2(t− τ) and k nodes for the k actions in the set O2(t) and so on for all
the time instants. All the nodes of the graph relative to a given time instant
are connected to all the nodes of the previous and the next time instant. The
graph is a wighted one and the weights of the connections are equal to the
distances previously calculated. We evaluated, using well known algorithms,
the path with the minimum cost on the graph starting form a node relative
to the first set, O2(t − τ), to a node of the last set O2(t). The node of the
first set O2(t − τ) belonging to the minimum path was assumed to be the
output of the architecture at time t− τ .
5.6 Strictly and broadly neurons
As we explained in the first chapter, mirror neurons are located in the motor
cortex and are activated when an action is performed or when the same or
very similar actions are observed. In the first chapter we analyzed different
characteristics of the mirror neuron, the main one was the categorization in
strictly and broadly neurons. The first ones spike when exactly the same
action is observed or executed. The activity of the broadly neurons is in-
stead associated to a bigger set of actions when these actions are observed
and just to a subset of these, when the actions are executed. In the rest of
this paragraph we will develop a very simple similarity between the biological
system and the architecture we realized. In this way we could be able to show
how our system can in fact give a possible explanation to the experimentally
observed behaviour of the broadly and strictly neurons.
We could imagine that each of the atoms in the hierarchical representation
could be associated to a cortical area in the motor cortex. Developing an
action could consist in the contemporary activation of these areas. The coef-
ficients of the atoms could in some way quantify the activation of the motor
area associated to the relative atom. HVM architecture can be considered as
having an its own motor repertoire, the training set, moreover it associates
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Figure 5.6: In this picture there is a representation of the whole architecture with
a focus on the temporal congruence module. In the lower part of the figure we see
that to each of the O2 sets is associated a banch of node in a graph. The weight
of the connection between the nodes are given by the variables di,j(t).
to a video of an action a motor representation for each time instant. In the
chapter 3 we defined on the hierarchical action representation a usage mea-
sure. The usage quantifies how much an atom is used to represent just one
kind of action or more then one action. In the next chapter we will calcu-
late the usage of each atom when it is used to represent the action in the
architecture motor repertoire and when is involved in the representation of
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an observed action. Comparing this measures we will show that HVM ar-
chitecture is able to account for the experimental observation of the broadly
and strictly neurons.
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Chapter 6
Tests and results
In this chapter we describe the tests we did in order to verify the archi-
tecture performance and some of the assumptions we made in the previous
chapter. In the first paragraphs of the chapter we describe how we collected
the dataset and what kind of tree structures we used to represent the data.
As we explained in the previous chapter our architecture strongly exploits a
specific characteristic of the tree structure action representation, that is the
strong correlation among the coefficients of this representation. In the third
paragraph we describe how we tested that this correlation actually occurs.
Another hypothesis we suggested in chapter 4 is that the visuo-motor map-
ping is a non-functional mapping. More then one test were developed for
verifying this assumption. The kind of tests and the results are illustrated in
the fourth paragraphs. In the last paragraphs the performances of the whole
architecture are evaluated, showing that the motor involvement can actually
facilitate the process of visual elaboration and that our model accounts for
some characteristics of the mirror neurons, namely the different physiological
behaviour between strictly and broadly neurons.
6.1 Details of the dataset
Precision grip (PG) and whole hand (WH) grasping actions executed by a
human being were recorded by means of the HumanGlove (HumanGlove,
Humanware S.r.l., Pontedera (Pisa), Italy) endowed with 16 sensors. This
dataglove feeds data into a 3D rendering software which reads sensors values
and constantly updates a 3D human hand model. Thus, this experimental
setting enables one to collect pairs hand-joints configurations, hand images.
Twenty PG actions and twenty WH actions were recorded, in the same exper-
imental conditions as the ones described in chapter 3. During the execution
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of the PG actions the subject was asked to grasp a pen cup, while during
the WH action the subject was asked to grasp a tennis ball. The Human-
Glove was able to record data with a frequency of 100Hz. In this way to
every grasping act (during about 3-4 seconds), we could associate about 400
motor-features vectors and the same number of visual-features vectors. Once
we recorded all the actions, we truncated them in order to preserve only their
relevant part where the hand was actually moving. We then resampled each
action in both its visual and motor-features vectors in order to have the
same length for every action. A sample of T = 30 values was found to be
sufficiently accurate to take count of the visual and motor features changes
during the grasping act. The 3D simulator was set to synthesize hand config-
urations from just one fixed point of view. Figure 6.1 shows sample pictures
extracted from the two different class actions. In order to extract vectors
Figure 6.1: A sample of hand configurations for the two different classes of actions.
of visual features, each image of size 670 × 490 pixels was converted into a
grayscale picture, subsampled at size 151 × 112 pixels and linearized into a
single vector of size 1 × 16912. A PCA algorithm (Bishop and Nasrabadi,
2006; Hotelling, 1933) was applied over the dataset of collected hand images
and the first five principal components were computed. Each image was pro-
jected in the space of the 5 principal components resulting in a vector of
p = 5 visual features. The first 5 principal components were found to well
represent our video-frame since explained more then the 98% of the variance
of our data.
The motor-feature vectors were obtained in the same way as was described
in the chapter 3, we rapidly recap here the main steps. As we said the
glove is equipped with 16 sensors we preferred to not consider the wrist re-
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(a) [4,2,2] tree. (b) [3,2,2] tree. (c) [2,2] tree.
Figure 6.2: The 3 structures used to represent the motor data
lated sensors reducing to 10 the number of sensors recorded. In particular
sensors which measure angles of the carpometacarpal(CMC) and metacar-
pophalangeal(MCP) joints of the thumb and the metacarpophalangeal and
proximal interphalangeal(PIP) joints of the other four fingers were consid-
ered, for a total of d = 10 sensors. In this way we obtained for each action a
set of T = 30, d-dimensional motor vectors {hc(t)}Tt=1. In order to represents
actions in a temporal synergie fashion we disposed the T vectors hc(t) ∈ Rd
relative to the same action in sequence in the same vector, those obtaining
m = [hc(1), . . . ,hc(T )]. Finally in this way, we associated to each action:
• a single motor vector: x = [hc(1), . . . ,hc(T )];
• 30 p-dimensional visual vectors {v(t)}Tt=1.
6.2 Motor data codify
The motor data were codified according to the tree hierarchical synergies
representation described in the chapter 3. The tree structures selected to
represent our data were the ones that result to perform better in the data
representation according to the results shown in chapter 3. In particular
we chose 3 tree structures: [4, 2, 2], [3, 2, 2], [2, 2], where the components
of the vectors indicate the number of splits for each tree level (see figure
6.2). We will refer to the motor datasets obtained with this representa-
tion respectively as: Tree29, T ree22, T ree7. The subscript specifying the
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number of total nodes in the relative tree structure. To compare the tree
representations with the more common PCA representation we realized even
three motor datasets obtained representing the motor data with their first
29, 22 and 10 principal components. We will refer to the datasets so ob-
tained as: PCA29, PCA22, PCA7. In the next paragraphs we will refer to the
p-dimensional vector of visual input as v and to the motor representation
vector, whom size changes according to the dataset, as m.
6.3 PCA and Tree motor representations
As we described in the previous chapter our architecture selects, among the
outputs of the mixture density network module, the ones that are more simi-
lar to elements in its motor repertoire. To develop this task the architecture
exploits a property of the tree codify, that is the strong correlation among
the coefficients of the action representation. This property induced by the
sparsity and tree constraints of the TSSM algorithm (see chapter 3 and ap-
pendix) is totally absent in the PCA representation. As a first prove of what
(a) Tree representation. (b) PCA representation.
Figure 6.3: On the three axis the values of the second and third atom’s coefficients
in the Tree and PCA representation. To each red point is associated a PG actions
to the blue points the WH actions
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we are claiming, we give a visual representation of our data codify in the
following way. To each point in the figure 6.3a is associated one action m of
our dataset. The coordinates of each point are the second, third and fourth
components of the action vector m as represented in the tree representation
[3, 2]. Those are the coefficients of the atoms of the second layer of the tree.
In figure 6.3b, instead, are plotted the second, third and fourth coefficients of
the actions relative to the PCA representation. The blue dots refer to preci-
sion grip actions while the red dots are relative to the whole hand actions. In
the figure 6.3a our data are mainly disposed on the three axes indicating that
in this representation usually when one of the coefficient is different from zero
the other two are zero or very little. At the same time it’s evident in figure
6.3b as in the PCA representation the coefficients are much less correlated.
Another prove of the strong correlation between the coefficients of the tree
representation can be obtained by representing the usage of each atom. This
measure was presented in the chapter 3, and it quantifies how much an atom
is used to represent actions belonging to a specific action class (whole hand
and precision grip in this case). A good representation of the usage can be
obtained by representing the atoms of the dictionary in a graph as in figure
6.4 where the numbered white squares organized in a tree refer to the atoms
of the representation. The grey level of an edge going from i to j, with j > i,
represents the usage of the atoms j. Black level indicates the maximum value.
If the edge is absent, the atoms is not used. Analyzing the figure 6.4 it quite
clear that the atoms 2, 3, 4 are mainly used for representing the precision grip
actions, while the atoms 5, 6, 70 are used for representing whole hand actions.
This results can be found even for the other representations we used: [3, 2, 2]
and [4, 2, 2]. The usage representation for those are depicted in figure 6.5 and
figure 6.6 respectively. Even for these other tree representations is evident
that some atoms are mainly used to represent precision grip actions, while
some other are used to represent whole hand actions. These clearly reflect a
correlation among the coefficients of the action representation.
6.4 Non-functional visuo-motor mapping
As we explained in the previous chapter one of the problem of mapping a
video-frame of the hand to the relative motor representation consists in that
very similar visual input are associated to different motor representation. In
the next paragraphs we develop a series of test to show that this problem
actually exists.
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Figure 6.4: Usage of the atoms of the tree [2, 2] on the dataset composed of whole
hand and precision grip actions. On the left the usage of the synergies relative to
precision grip actions, on the right the usage relative to the whole hand actions.
6.4.1 K-means test
In this first test we wish to know if, given two similar visual data, the relative
motor data are similar too or not. In a first part of the test we apply a
K-means clustering algorithm (Lloyd, 1982) to both the visual and motor
dataset. So obtaining a partition of both the sets into clusters. Then for
each cluster in the visual dataset, we consider all the visual data belonging
to the same cluster and calculate to how many different motor clusters the
relative motor data belonged to. We repeat this calculus for all the clusters
in the visual dataset. In this way we were able to evaluate the mean number
of motor clusters associated to a single visual cluster. We repeated this
test for different values of the clusters number used to partition the motor
and visual datasets. In the figure 6.7 are depicted the results obtained.
In the graph the mean number of different motor clusters associated to a
single visual cluster are plotted vs the number of clusters used to partition
the visual and motor dataset(we used the same number of clusters for both
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Figure 6.5: Usage of the atoms of the tree [3, 2, 2] on the dataset composed of
whole hand and precision grip actions.
sets). If the visual and motor data would have been associated according
to a functional mapping we would have obtained that the mean number of
clusters associated to one visual cluster would have been always one with very
few exceptions. This is clearly not the case, in fact here the mean number
of clusters associated to a single visual cluster increases with the number of
clusters used for partitioning the datasets.
6.4.2 Feed Forward mapping
A second test to verify the non-functional relation among the visual and
motor representations was developed using a Feed-Forward Network (FFNN).
Here we describe the training and testing of a FFNN to realize a mapping
between our visual and motor datasets. We know that those networks are,
at least in principle, able to model any kind of functional relation between
an input and a target, but that are not structurally intended to model multi-
values functions and non-functinal mapping. For this reasons we are not
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Figure 6.6: Usage of the atoms of the tree [4, 2, 2] on the dataset composed of
whole hand and precision grip actions.
expecting a good performance of the network, and a bad result could be
intended as another clue of the non-functional visuo-motor mapping.
The FFNN we used is a two layers network, the hidden nodes having a
sigmoidal activation function, while the output nodes have a linear activation
function (figure 6.8). Since our dataset is not so big, we choose to train and
test the network with a 5 fold cross-validation (Stone, 1974; Wahba and
Wold, 1975). We partitioned our dataset into five subsets then we trained
the network using in turn four of the five sets. The remaining set was used
as validation set. The Root-Mean-Square error (RMS) (Bishop, 1995) on
the training and validation sets were calculated each time, the mean and the
variance were finally evaluated. The training of the network was realized
using a Resilient Backpropagation algorithm (Riedmiller and Braun, 1993).
This is a gradient descent algorithm were the step size is defined by the values
of the gradient calculated in the previous iterations, and by two parameters
chosen by the user. The RMS was evaluated for different FFNN, changing the
number of hidden units of the network, and for different values of the resilient
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Figure 6.7: In this graph are plotted the mean number of motor clusters as-
sociated to the single visual cluster versus the number of clusters with which we
partitioned the motor and visual datasets.
parameters. The plot in figure 6.9 shows the best RMS values obtained for
different numbers of internal nodes. The results in the plot are relative to
the FFNN trained using the motor dataset Tree22. In red are the values of
the RMS on the training set, in blue on the validation set. The values of the
RMS on the training data follows the typical theoretical behaviour. That
is decreasing as the complexity of the model (number of hidden node of the
network) is increased. This happen because the network solves the problem
of associating to similar visual input different motor configurations by having
big oscillations in the output for small changes in the input. On the other
hand the RMS on the validation does not follow the theoretical behaviour
according to which there should be a minimum of the RMS for some optimal
FFNN architecture. The high values of the RMS for the architectures with
few nodes could be addressed to the excessive simplicity of the architecture,
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input layer hidden layer output layer
Figure 6.8: Structure of the FFNN we used. This is a two layers network. The
activation function of the hidden nodes is a sigmoidal function. The activation
function of the output node is a linear function.
but this could not be the case for the architectures with a bigger number of
hidden nodes. Although this the values of the RMS on the validation set do
not seem to show any decreasing or increasing trend changing the number of
hidden units. We repeated the previous training for all the different datasets,
namely: Tree29, Tree7, PCA29, PCA22, PCA7. In the following table are
indicated the best values obtained of the RMS (varying the number of hidden
nodes and the Resilient parameters) for each of the datasets. As is clear form
Table 6.1: The best values obtained for the RMS error(varying the number of
hidden nodes and the Resilient parameters)
Tree29 Tree22 Tree7 PCA29 PCA22 PCA7
0.98± 0.02 0.85± 0.04 0.72± 0.06 0.83± 0.07 0.83± 0.04 0.75± 0.06
the table, not substantial changes in the RMS are observed for the different
motor representations.
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Figure 6.9: The value of the RMS versus the number of hidden nodes of the FFW
network. In red the RMS on the training set, in blue on the validation.
One network for each layer
The test described in the previous paragraph was even repeated when the
motor data were represented by considering not all the coefficients of motor
representation, but just a part of these coefficients according to which layer
of the tree they belong. To be more specific: we have seen previously that
the motor codify is defined by dictionary vectors and their relative coeffi-
cients organized in a tree structure. In this way we could consider to group
the coefficient according to the layer of the tree they refer to. Let us for
example focus on the tree structure [4, 2, 2]. This is a four level tree with a
number of nodes per level of: 1, 4, 8, 16. From the dataset Tree29 we realized
four different datasets: TreeL129, TreeL229, TreeL329, TreeL429. The first
dataset was obtained considering for each data just the coefficient of the root
in the motor representation, i.e. the coefficient of the first layer of the tree.
The second dataset, TreeL229,was obtained considering just the coefficient
relative two the atoms of the second layer of the tree, and so on for all the
tree levels. Having realized these datasets we could try to realize a map-
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Table 6.2: The best values obtained for the RMS error when the mapping is
executed layer by layer. The motor data are codified with the hierarchical tree
representation.
Level/Motor Code Tree29 Tree22 Tree7
First Layer 1.2± 0.3 1.1± 0.1 1.30± 0.17
Second Layer 0.90± 0.08 0.82± 0.11 0.71± 0.17
Third Layer 0.97± 0.04 0.87± 0.04 0.76± 0.03
Fourth Layer 1.02± 0.02 1.01± 0.02 -
Table 6.3: The best values obtained for the RMS error when the mapping is
executed layer by layer. The motor data are codified with the PCA representation.
Level/Motor Code PCA29 PCA22 PCA7
First Layer 0.54± 0.02 0.57± 0.03 0.57± 0.08
Second Layer 1.03± 0.04 1.01± 0.02 1.00± 0.05
Third Layer 1.10± 0.05 1.02± 0.03 1.07± 0.05
Fourth Layer 1.06± 0.02 0.96± 0.02 -
ping among the visual input and the datasets. A first FFNN, was trained to
associate the visual inputs with the relative data in TreeL129. A second net-
work was trained to associate to the visual input the four coefficients of the
second layer of the motor tree representation(TreeL229), and so on till the
last layer. To compare the tree representation with the PCA representation
we realized different datasets by grouping the PCA components in the same
way as we grouped the tree representation coefficients, obtaining even for
the PCA four different datasets:PCAL129, PCAL229, PCAL329, PCAL429.
A first FFNN was trained to associate to the visual input the first principal
components(dataset PCAL129), the second network was trained to associate
to the visual input the 2-nd, 3-th, 4-th and 5-th principal components(dataset
PCAL229) and so on for the other levels. We realized each of this test for
all the tree representations and the relative PCA representations. The net-
works were trained with a 5 fold cross-validation. The algorithm adopted
was the resilient backpropagation algorithm. The training procedure was
repeated for different values of the resilient parameters and the number of
hidden nodes. The number of hidden layers takes on all the values in the set
{2, · · · , 15}. In the tables 6.2 and 6.3 are shown the best values obtained of
the RMS errors (by changing the number of hidden node and the resilient
parameters) for each level and each representation.
As we expected the PCA performs a bit better on the first layer then
the tree representations, this is because the first principal component is very
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different for the two kinds of actions (PG and WH). Anyway the results
remain not so good due to the non-functional mapping problems that still
hold. Is interesting noting that the tree representation performs better on
the second and third level,this is because as we shown in paragraph 6.3 the
coefficients of PG andWH actions are better spread in the tree representation
then in the PCA representation. Even here anyway the results are not so
good due to the non-functional mapping.
6.4.3 The Mixture density network
As a first test on the MDN we just proved the ability of the network to realize
the non-functional visuo-motor mapping. We trained and tested the network
to realize a mapping between the visual input and the six different motor
datasets: Tree29, Tree22, Tree7, PCA29, PCA22, PCA7. The training was
executed with a 5-fold CrossValidation. Previously we saw that the number
of hidden nodes for a FFNN is associated with the capacity of mapping a
more complex relation between input and output. In the case of a MDN the
parameter that can be set to enhance the capacity of the network to described
more complex mapping are two: the number of nodes of the network and the
number of gaussian kernels. The latter are the number of gaussians that
constitute the mixture of gaussians distribution returned as output of the
network. We could observe, that varying the number of gaussians was much
more effective to improving the performance of the MDN, then varying the
number of hidden nodes. Hence for all the previously listed datasets the
trainings were repeated fixing to 5 the number of hidden nodes, and changing
the number of gaussian kernels of the MDN. The number of kernels was
varied from 1 to 18. In figure 6.10 are reported the values of the negative
log-likelihood changing the number of the gaussian kernels when the mapping
is executed on the motor dataset Tree7(plot on the left in figure 6.10) or
on the motor dataset PCA7(plot on the right in figure 6.10). In both the
plots is evident that the error on the training set (blue points) continuously
decreases by increasing the complexity of the model, but here differently from
the FFNN, the error on the validation set (red points) first decreases until the
number of kernels is less then 6, then rises or remains approximately the same
when the number of kernels exceed that value. This shape, in agreement with
the theoretically expected one, suggests that the architecture is consistently
modeling the data. The MDN were trained and tested even on the datasets:
Tree29, Tree22, PCA29, PCA22, obtaining results very similar to the ones
just described.
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(a) Tree7 representation. (b) PCA7 representation.
Figure 6.10: In the two graphs the negative log-likelihood is plotted versus the
number of kernels of the MDN. The plot on the left is relative to the motor dataset
Tree7. The plot on the right to the motor dataset PCA7. In blue the values of
the training set, in red of the validation.
One network for each layer
As I said in the previous chapter we were interested in realizing a visuo-motor
mapping layer by layer. So we trained the MDN to model these mappings.
In particular we tested the results of the MDN when mapping from the visual
input into the motor datasets:
• TreeL129, TreeL229, TreeL329, TreeL429 and TreeL17, TreeL27, TreeL37.
These are the datasets obtained using respectively the tree represen-
tations Tree29 and Tree7 were the coefficient of the representation are
partitioned according to the level of the tree they belong.
• PCAL129, PCAL229, PCAL329, PCAL429 and PCAL17, PCAL27, PCAL37.
These are the datasets obtained partitioning by layer the representa-
tions PCA29 and PCA7.
As previously we realized the training using a 5-fold cross-validation and eval-
uating the performance of the MDN changing the number of gaussian kernels.
In the plots shown in figure 6.11 and figure 6.12 are reported the values of the
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Table 6.4: Number of kernels for which the MDN have the smaller values of the
negative log-likelihood on the validation set.
Level/Motor Code PCA29 PCA7 Tree29 Tree7
First Layer 2 2 2 2
Second Layer 8 6 6 6
Third Layer 10 8 9 8
Fourth Layer 12 − 10 −
negative log-likelihood versus the number of kernels for the training and the
validation set. The plots suggest that the MDN is succeeding in realizing
the viso-motor mapping. This is particularly evident for the mapping on the
second and third level for both Tree and PCA representations. In fact let
us consider the pannels (b) and (c) of both the figures 6.11 and 6.12. In
the plots when the number of gaussian kernels is increased the negative log-
likelihood at first decreases for both the training and the validation set, then
remains approximately constant. In particular the negative log-likelihood
stops decreasing when number of kernels exceeds a value of about 6 for the
mapping relative to the second layer (plots (b) on both figures) and about 8
for the mapping on the third layer (plots (b) on both figures). The plot rel-
ative to the first layer should be considered a bit more carefully. In the case
of the Tree representation, plot (a) figure 6.11, the values of the validation
seem to have more or less a continuos growing trend. This would probability
means that a very simple MDN with one or two kernel could be sufficient to
represent our data. In the case of the PCA representation, plot (a) figure
6.12, the negative log-likelihood at first has a strong decrease, passing form
a MDN with one kernel to a MDN with two kernels, then start increasing.
The strong initial decrease observed could be explained considering that our
motor data are relative to two motor classes, precision grip actions and whole
hand actions. Probably this two kinds of actions can be very well partitioned
according to the first PCA component into two sets. Similar tests to the ones
just described were represented even for the other Tree and PCA represen-
tations: TreeL129, TreeL229, TreeL329, TreeL429 and PCAL129, PCAL229,
PCAL329, PCAL429. The results obtained were quite similar to those rep-
resented in the just described plots. These results gave as the possibility
to select the MDN that better performs in the mapping. In other word the
MDN with the smallest values of the negative log-likelihood on the validation
set and the smallest number of kernels. In the table 6.4 are reported the best
architectures for each mapping.
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(a) TreeL17 representation.
(b) TreeL27 representation.
(c) TreeL37 representation.
Figure 6.11: The values of the negative log-likelihood versus the number of kernels
of the MDNs. In red the values relative to the validation set, in blue to the training
set. The plots refers to the motor representation Tree7. In particular the plots (a),
(b), (c) respectively refers to the mapping of the visual input into the coefficient
of the first, second and third level of the tree.
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(a) PCAL17 representation.
(b) PCAL27 representation.
(c) PCAL37 representation.
Figure 6.12: The values of the negative log-likelihood versus the number of kernels
of the MDNs. In red the values relative to the validation set, in blue to the training
set. The plots refers to the motor representation PCA7. In particular the plots (a),
(b), (c) respectively refers to the mapping of the visual input into the coefficient
of the first, second and third partition of the PCA representation.
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Table 6.5: The RMS obtained when to a visual input is associated the most
probable value of the relative distribution.
Motor Code Tree7 Tree29 PCA7 PCA29
First Layer 1.1± 0.1 1.2± 0.2 1.1± 0.1 1.0± 0.2
Second Layer 1.20± 0.09 1.2± 0.1 1.20± 0.09 1.19± 0.08
Third Layer 1.13± 0.03 1.2± 0.1 1.13± 0.03 1.15± 0.04
Fourth Layer - 1.09± 0.05 - 1.05± 0.02
6.4.4 The ambiguity is described but not solved
As we described in the previous paragraph the MDN associates to a visual
input a distribution over the motor space. As we said we used the nega-
tive log-likelihood to evaluate the different MDN performances. This makes
us quite confident that, for a MDN with a low value of the negative log-
likelihood, the output distributions will well describe the dispersion in the
motor space of the motor data associated to the same or to very similar vi-
sual inputs. Although this we wish to stress that we are not suggesting that
the network is solving the problem of associating to a visual input vi the
relative motor representation mi. In fact, given vi as input to the network,
we are not expecting that the relative motor data mi will always be the most
probable according to the output distribution p(m|vi). We just expect that
the value of the probability of mi will be in accordance with the distribution
of the motor data that have the same or very similar visual input vi. So
summarizing we are suggesting that the MDN:
• is not able to solve the visuo-motor ambiguity by itself;
• is well characterizing the non-functional mapping between the visual
and motor representation.
To have some more convincing evidences of the previous hypothesis we real-
ized two tests for the datasets: Tree7, Tree29 and PCA7, PCA29 partitioned
by layer. For each of the dataset we chose the best architecture according to
the results of the previous paragraph and develop the following test. For each
visual input vi we sampled 100 elements from the distribution associated to
the input. We then selected among the sampled values the once with the
biggest probability. In this way we could associate to every visual input a
motor data in the previously listed datasets, and evaluate the RMS for this
kind of mapping. The values in the table 6.5 refers to the Tree7, Tree29 and
PCA7, PCA29 partitioned according to layers. As we expected we obtained
quite high values for the RMS error. This validate our hypothesis according
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Table 6.6: The RMS obtained when to a visual input is associated the motor
data that results to be the most near to the motor target.
Params/Motor Code Tree7 Tree29 PCA7 PCA29
First Layer 0.20± 0.02 0.26± 0.01 0.08± 0.02 0.05± 0.01
Second Layer 0.30± 0.03 0.30± 0.02 0.40± 0.4 0.37± 0.05
Third Layer 0.42± 0.07 0.50± 0.03 0.81± 0.01 0.77± 0.01
Fourth Layer - 0.90± 0.02 - 1.04± 0.01
to which the use of MDN is not enough to solve the visuo-motor ambiguity.
The second test wished to verify that the MDNs were well describing the dis-
tribution of motor data relative to the same input. The visuo-motor mapping
was realized according to the following procedure. We associated to each vi-
sual input the probability distribution returned as output of the MDN, then
we drew very few samples from this distributions, 5 samples, and we associ-
ated to the visual input the sample more near to the relative motor target.
We again evaluate the RMS for this kind of mapping. In the following tables
are expressed the results we found: The values of the RMS in table 6.6 are
much lower then the ones obtained in the previous table. Clearly we were
expecting a decreasing of the RMS since we are choosing among the 5 motor
samples the one that is more near to the target. Otherwise the decreasing
of the RMS seem remarkable considering that it is obtained with very few
samples. In the table is even worth noting that the best values of the RMS
are obtained for the first layer of the PCA representations. Confirming the
hypothesis that the first PCA component well partition the two classes of ac-
tions. Otherwise on the other levels the Tree representation performs always
better then the PCA.
6.5 Motor involvement
Summarizing the previous results we can say that the mapping between the
visual and motor data is actually a non-functional mapping. The MDN
seem to be able to associate to a visual input a probability distribution over
the space of the motor representation, that actually represent the motor
data associated to the same visual input. We showed that this is true for
both the motor representations Tree and PCA, even when the mapping is
executed layer by layer. On the other hand these networks do not seem
able by themselves to associate the visual input to the relative motor data.
This was confirmed by the high values of the RMS when to a visual input
v the most probable motor data, according to the distribution p(m|v), was
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associated.
In this paragraph we develop a test to show that the process of visuo-motor
association can improve if some extra information on the motor codify are
available. We have developed this test on two motor representations: Tree7
and PCA7. In this test we exploited a probability distribution PM(m) we
defined over the space of motor Tree representations. The analytic form of
this distribution is given in the previous chapter, where we even stressed how
this distribution can be considered as representing the motor repertoire of
the architecture. The test we developed is the following. Each visual data
was given as input to the three MDNs, one per layer of the Tree7 and PCA7
representations, obtaining three probability distributions. Form each of this
distribution we drew 5 samples obtaining one set of data for each layer. As
in the previous chapter we indicate these sets as:
L1 = {c11, . . . , c51}; L2 = {(c12, c13), . . . , (c52, c53)};
L3 = {(c14, . . . , c17), . . . , (c54, . . . , c57)}.
We stored for each sampled data the relative probability. Possible motor
representations associated with the visual input were obtained considering
all the possible vectors that could be formed concatenating an element of the
first set with one of the second and one of the third. So obtaining the set
O ≡ L1 ⊗ L2 ⊗ L3 = {(ci1, cj2, cj3, ck4, ck5, ck6, ck7)}5i,j,k=1.
To each of the 125 vectors in the setO was associated the probability obtained
as the product of the probability of the three element forming the vector. We
will refer to this probability as p(m|v) were m is an element of the set O.
The process until this step was totally equivalent for the Tree and PCA
representation. At this point when using the PCA motor representation, we
chose as motor representation, m∗, to associate to the visual input v∗ the
one with the highest value of the probability p(m|v∗).
m∗ = max
m
p(m|v∗). (6.1)
When the data were represented with the Tree representation a further step
was developed. For each element in set O we evaluated its probability ac-
cording to PM . We finally associated to the visual element in input, v∗, the
element of the set O that result to have the biggest values of the product of
the two probability PM(m) · p(m|v∗).
m∗ = max
m
PM(m) · p(m|v∗). (6.2)
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The plots in figure 6.13 show the values of the RMS for the two motor
representations. The value of the RMS were evaluated for each of the 30
time frames describing a grasping action. We could evaluate in this way the
visuo-motor mapping time by time during the grasp. Different considerations
(a) Tree7 representation.
(b) PCA7 representation.
Figure 6.13: The values of the RMS versus time. In subplot (a) the RMS
relative to the Tree codify of the motor data. In subplot (b) the RMS for the
PCA representation.
can be done on the two plots of figure 6.13. The fist one is that for both the
codify the values of the RMS remains high for the first 10-15 time instants.
This is probably due to the fact that the two grasping actions are too similar
at the beginning of the action and the involvement of the motor repertoire
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as happen for the Tree representation cannot improve that much the visuo-
motor association. The values of the RMS quickly decrease as the time takes
values bigger then 15. In the case of Tree representation the descries is a
bit more fast and the values reached by the RMS in the last time instant are
smaller that the ones observed for the PCA representation.
6.6 Broadly and strictly neurons
The process described in the previous paragraph actually realizes a mapping
among the visual inputs and the motor representations. In chapter 3 we
defined the usage of a TPS (temporal postural synergy) as a way to mea-
sure how much a synergy is used to represent actions belonging to different
classes. Now we are able to measure the usage even when an action is ob-
served. In other words we can measure how much a TPS is used to represent
an observed action. In chapter 3 we stressed that the TPSs evaluated for
action representation could in fact be codified by some neural areas in the
central neural system. In this way we could hypothesize that the use of a
TPS in an action representation could consist in the activation of the motor
area that codifies that synergy when the action is performed. According to
this similarity among TPSs and motor areas, we could consider the different
usage of a synergy when codifying an action observed or an action in the
motor repertoire. We could consider if the different usage resembles the neu-
rophysiological behaviour of strictly and broadly neurons.
The usage of the TPSs during action observation was evaluated in the fol-
lowing way. We collected the video frames relative to three different time
instants into three sets.
V10 = {vi(10)}ni=1 V20 = {vi(20)}ni=1 V30 = {vi(30)}ni=1
In the first set V10 are collected all the frames relative to the 10-th time in-
stant, in the second set all the frames relative to the 20-th time instant and
finally in the third set all the frame relative to the 30-th time instant. To
each of these visual set a motor set was associated. To each visual represen-
tation a motor representation was associated according to the visuo-motor
mapping described in the previous paragraph. In this way we obtained tree
sets of motor representations at different time instants. These are the motor
representation of observed actions.
M10 =
{
m10i
}n
i=1
M20 =
{
m20i
}n
i=1
M30 =
{
m30i
}n
i=1
Where the action representation indicated with m10i is the one associated
with the visual frame vi(10).
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We evaluated the usage of the TPSs over the 3 motor sets M10, M20, M30,
considering the motor representation [2, 2]. In figure 6.14 the usage is pre-
sented with the graphic description (see chapter 3 for details) for the 3 sets
together with the usage of the TPSs when representing a data in the archi-
tecture motor repertoire. Considering the figure 6.14a, we can see that at
(a) Usage: observed action at time 10. (b) Usage: observed action at time 20.
(c) Usage: observed action at time 30. (d) Usage of motor representation.
Figure 6.14: Usage relative to motor representations of observed action at 3
different time instants (respectively in the subplots (a), (b), (c)), and of motor
representation in the architecture motor repretoire (subplots (d)).
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the beginning of the action (time instant 10) the system cannot distinguish
the precision grip and whole hand action, and uses the TPSs more or less
in the same way for representing both the actions. Let us consider instead
the last time instant (time instant 30) of action observation. In figure 6.14c
is evident that the system is using the synergies on the left part of the tree
for representing precision grip actions and synergies on the right part of the
tree for representing whole hand actions. This resemble the usage of the syn-
ergies when representing the motor data. Moreover comparing figure 6.14c
and 6.14d we can see how for example the TPS number 3 has more or less
the same usage when representing the observed actions or the actions in the
motor repertoire, i.e. is used to represent PG action while is not so used
to represent WH action in both cases. The usage of TPS number 3 resem-
bles the behaviour of strictly neurons. These neurons in fact spike when the
monkey is performing an action or when is looking at an action very similar
to the one that elicit a spike when executed. On the other hand the TPS
number 4 when coding actions in the motor repertoire is used to represent
the PG actions while is not used to represent WH action. When instead used
to represent observed actions the synergy number 4 is used for both kinds of
action representations.
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Chapter 7
Conclutions and future work
7.1 Contribution of this work
As we described in this thesis, a lot of research has been developed in order
to evaluate the plausibility of a synergy representation of action in the brain.
In particular different works provided indirect proofs in favor of this hypoth-
esis. These works in fact showed that an efficient action representation could
be obtained considering actions as an superposition of synergies. Using a
similar paradigm to the ones developed in literature we realized an indirect
proof for an action representation in terms of temporal postural synergies
hierarchically organized in the brain. In particular we collected a big dataset
of hand grasping actions. Following Gallese’s studies (Gallese et al., 1996)
we constituted a dataset made of 9 kinds of actions of three types: Precision
Grip, Finger Prehention and Whole Hand Prehention. We realized, using an
algorithm recently developed in the field of dictionary learning, a represen-
tation of these actions in terms of temporal postural synergies hierarchically
organized. We showed that this kind of encoding actually represent action
at multiple levels of detail. We moreover could verify that, when synergies
were organized according to particular hierarchical structures, our action rep-
resentation performed even better of the once proposed in literature, being
more accurate and robust to noise. A detailed description of the dataset col-
lection and the test developed on the representation obtained are described
in chapter 4.
The other contribution of this thesis consisted in realizing the Hierarchical
Visuo-Motor(HVM) architecture that, modeling some characteristics of the
mirror neurons and more in general of action representation in the brain, try
to depict a mechanism through which motor knowledge could be useful in
the visual processing of actions. More in particular in this work we realized
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the HVM architecture that:
1. uses the hierarchical action encoding previously described;
2. uses the same representation for codifying an action when observed or
executed;
3. realizes a hierarchical mapping from visual to motor action representa-
tion;
4. identifies the principal difficulties of the visuo-motor mapping;
5. exploits some characteristics of the motor representation in order to
improve the visuo-motor mapping.
The developments of points (1), (2) and (3) contributed to realize a model
that is descriptively adequate of the biological system. In fact in the HVM
architecture we used as motor representation the hierarchical synergy repre-
sentation of action found in the first part of the work. This, as we stressed,
has two main biologically plausible properties. The first is that represents
actions in terms of synergies, the second is that represent actions with differ-
ent degrees of detail. In order to model the behaviour of mirror neurons, that
activate both during action execution and observation, in HVM architecture
we decide to use the same action representation for observed and executed
actions. The system, when observing an action, actually try to codify the
action by projecting the visual input into the space of motor representations.
Always in order to realize a biologically plausible architecture we build a
system where the visuo-motor mapping is hierarchically organized. In chap-
ter 5 we explain in detail the characteristics of the architecture intended to
model the biological findings just described.
Through the realization of points (4) and (5) HVM architecture gives a func-
tional role to the motor representation in the visual processing of action.
In particular we first characterized the principal computational difficulties
of realizing a visuo-motor mapping, then we equipped our architecture with
an its own motor repertoire and hypothesized a very simple and biologically
plausible mechanisms to involve motor knowledge in visual elaboration. The
description of this process is realized in chapter 5. Finally in chapter 6 we
could test that motor involvement actually improve the performance of HVM
architecture in realizing the mapping, constituting a clue in favor of the Riz-
zolatti’s direct matching hypothesis. In the same chapter we present a test
that show the ability of our architecture to describe the different behaviour
of broadly and strictly neurons.
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7.2 Open questions and future work
Our action representation obtained through the use of temporal postural
synergies is grounded on two main assumptions. The first one is that action
can be represented as a linear superposition of synergies. The second one:
areas in the motor cortex that encode the synergies in which the action is
decomposed are all contemporary activated when an action is performed are
remain active for the whole duration of the action. These assumptions were
found to be plausible for a fast executed actions(Santello et al., 1998; Thakur
et al., 2008), but must be even said that in literature there are works where
hand actions are represented in terms of non-linear superposition of syner-
gies (Vinjamuri et al., 2010b,a). These works realize representation where the
synergies do not last for the whole action duration and can be multiple times
recruited during action execution. Hence, an interesting development of this
thesis work could be consider a synergy action representation that would be
hierarchically organized represented by means of a non-linear superposition
of synergies. These could be obtained through the use of already present
algorithms in machine learning that enforce structure in the representation
and sparsity in the atoms.
The results obtained by the HVM architecture showed that an architecture
equipped with a motor repertoire, can actually use this motor knowledge in
order to improve the visual processing of actions. Nevertheless we have to
say that the improvement we obtained was not so evident as we expected.
During our experiments, in order to facilitate the training of the artificial
neural networks, we selected just a small part of the whole dataset of action
at our disposition. In fact we used just two of the nine types of actions we
recored. This was probably a too strong reduction of the dataset, entailing
an excessive facilitation of the mapping task for the network and hence di-
minishing the improvement of the mapping when motor knowledge was used.
So an important improvement of this work could results in repeating the tests
on the HVM architecture for a bigger dataset. Another interesting develop-
ment we are considering for our architecture would be extending the dataset
including actions observed form different points of view. This could bring
interesting results in the direction of modeling the different behaviour shown
by mirror neurons according to the different perspective of action observation
(Caggiano et al., 2011).
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Appendix A
Pricipal Component Analysis
A.1 Theoretical background
Pricipal component analysis (PCA) is a quite old algorithm (Hotelling, 1933;
Pearson, 1901) used in machine learning to represent/code a banch of data.
This algorithm provides a representation of the data in term of a linear
overposition of orthonormal vectors named principal components. So for
each data x, the algoritm will find a set of vectors Vi such that:
x =
∑
i
ciVi. (A.1)
The sets of coefficient ci relative to the data x, will constitute the represen-
tation of the data in terms of principal components. Assuming a set of data
D = {xi} the PCA algortihm proceeds in the following way:
• finds a direction of the greates varince of the data.
V1 = argmax
||V||=1
∑
i
(xTi V)
2;
• finds a direction orthogonal to V1 with the greates variance: V2;
• it repeats the last step, finding the vectors {V1, . . . ,Vn} until variance
drops below a given threshold.
Here we will show that finding the directions of maximal variance is equiva-
lent to find the autovectors of the covarince matrix of the data. The covari-
ance matrix C of our data is defined accroding to:
C =
N∑
i=1
1
N
xix
T
i ;
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this is a simmetric positive semi-definite matrix. If the dimention of the
data is p, then the covarince matrix will be a p × p matrix. The covariance
matrix can be diagonilized, resulting in a set of p coulpes of eigenvectors-
eigenvalues (ui, ωi). The eigenvectors would be orthogonal forming a basis of
the p-dimentional space. Thus any vector x in the dataset can be expressed
as an overposition of the eigenvectors of the covariance matrix.
Here we will show that the variance of data in the direction of the eigenvector
ui is equal to its eigenvalue ωi and that the direction of greatest variance
correspond to the direction of the eigenvector associated to the maximum
eigenvalue. The variance in the direction of ui can be calculated according
to the following:
〈(xTui)2〉 = 〈(uTi xTxui)〉 = 〈(uTi Cui)〉 = ωi.
The angular brakets in the previous equation are intended as the mean over
the data in our dataset. Let us evaluate the variance of the data in an
arbitrary direction V:
〈(xTV)〉 = 〈
(
xT
(∑
i
viui
))
〉 =
∑
ij
viu
T
i Cujvj =
∑
i
v2i ωi
Since we are considering normalized vectors we will have
∑
i v
2
i = 1, there-
fore the maximum values of the summation
∑
i v
2
i ωi would be when all the
vi would be equal to zero, except the one relative to the eigenvector umax
corresponding to the maximum eigenvalue ωmax. In this way we even showed
that the eigenvectors of the covariance matrix correspond to the direction of
maximal variance of the dataset.
A.2 PCA motor representaion
Multiple times in this thesis we referred to the PCA representation of motor
data. To obtain this representation we proceeded in the following way. The
princpial components, according to the details of the algorithm just shown,
were calculated organizing the vectors representing actions into a matrix,
then calculating the coveriance matrix for these vectros and finally diago-
nalizing this matrix. In the graph in figure A.1 the percentage of explained
variance (ExpV ar) is plotted versus the number of principal components.
The percentage of explained variance of the first n principal components is
defined as:
ExpV ar(n) =
∑n
i=1 ωi∑N
i=1 ωi
; (A.2)
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where ωi are the eigenvalues of the covariance matrix in increasing order
and N is the total number of eigenvectors. As can be observed in the figure
Figure A.1: Motor data PCA repersentation. The percantage of explained vari-
ance versus the number of principal component.
about 8 principal components are necessary to explain more then the 95%
of the varince of the data. In this thesis we realized different PCA motor
representations using a number of principal components ranging for 5 to 29.
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Appendix B
Tree-Structured Synergy Method
In chapter 3 we showed how the Tree-Structure Synergy Methods (TSSM)
allows for obtaining the hierarchical synergy representation of the motor data.
We even mentioned that the algorithm we used in TSSM is due to Jenatton
and colleagues (Jenatton et al., 2010). Here we will breafly describe how
this algorithm actually works. We will use the following notations. Bold
uppercase letters refer to matrices, e.g., X,V, and bold lowercase letters
designate vectors, e.g., x,v. We denote by Xi and Xj the i-th row and the
j-th column of a matrix X, respectively. We use the notation xi and vij to
refer to the i-th element of the vector x and the element in the i-th row
and the j-th column of the matrix V, respectively. Given x ∈ Rp we use
the notation ‖x‖ to refer to l∞ norm. Given two vectors x and y in Rp, we
denote by x ◦ y = (x1y1, x2y2, ..., xpyp) ∈ Rp the element-wise product of x
and y.
Let us start reconsidering the minimization problem of chapter 3:
min
U,V
1
2np
‖X−UVT‖2F + λ
n∑
i=1
r∑
j=1
‖ Dj ◦Ui ‖∞ (B.1)
As we said this kind of minimization is executed in two stages. In the first
stage, we named tree-structured stage, the coefficient U of the representation
are updated while the dictionary matrix V is maintained fixed. In the second
stage, we named synergy dictionary stage, the coefficients U are maintained
fixed while the V are updated. The two stages just named are described in
the following paragraphs.
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B.1 Tree-Structured Stage
The update of the U’s values is performed in this stage, and, more impor-
tantly, following the approach suggested by (Jenatton et al., 2010), a tree-
structured representation of the rows in X is found. The main difficulty is
that the optimization of the Ui, i ∈ 1, 2, ..., n, for a fixed V involves the
nonsmooth regularization term Ω(Ui) =
∑r
j=1wj ‖ Dj ◦Ui ‖, where wj are
positive weights1. In this case the update of the vectors Ui can be performed
using a proximal method. In general proximal approaches are used when one
has to minimize a convex nonsmooth objective function which assumes the
following general form:
f(u) + λΩ(u)
where f(u) is the usual data-fitting term 1
2
‖x − uVT‖22 and Ω(u) is a
non-differentiable regularization term. In a nutshell, the proximal approach
consists of two consecutive updating steps: first, the vector u is updated
using the standard gradient update rule w.r.t the first term of the objective
function as follows:
u¯← u− 1
σU
∇f(u) = u + 1
σU
(x− uVT )V (B.2)
then, starting from the value u¯ the new value for u is computed by apply-
ing a proximal operator ΠU defined by the following minimization problem:
ΠU(u) = argminv
1
2
‖u− v‖22 + λΩ(v) (B.3)
Thus we obtain unew ← ΠU(u¯). For a number of regularization terms the
minimization problem expressed in (B.3) can lead to closed-form solutions.
For example when Ω(u) is the `1 norm of u the corresponding proximal
operator ΠU is the well-known soft-thresholding operator. In the case of the
regularization term used here this minimization problem can be solved by a
primal-dual approach which enable us to implement the proximal operator
defined in (B.3) by the procedure presented in Algorithm (1).
1Note that all wj are fixed to 1 in the experiments
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Algorithm 1 Proximal operator. Π∗λwj is the orthogonal projection on the
ball of radius λwj of the dual norm ‖ · ‖∗.
Input: u ∈ Rr and D ∈ Rr×p
Output: v ∈ Rr
for i← 0 to MaxNumberOfIteration
for j ← 1 to r
Pj ← u−
∑
h6=j
Ph
Pj ← Π∗λwj(Pj ◦Dj)
end for
end for
v← u−
r∑
j=1
Pj
Summarizing, the optimization of the Ui values is performed using the
gradient descent rule expressed in (B.2) and, then, applying the proximal
operator as defined previously.
B.2 Synergy Dictionary Stage
This stage consists in updating the V’s values while keeping fixed the values
of U. Note that the objective function in (B.1) is composed of two terms to
be minimized, and the second term does not depend on V. Therefore, the
optimization problem posed in (B.1) can be, in this stage, reformulated as
follows:
min
V
1
2np
‖X−UVT‖2F s.t. ∀i ‖Vi‖2 ≤ 1 (B.4)
Due the fact that the columns of V are constrained to lie inside the unit
ball, the update of V is performed in two consecutive steps. First, we apply
a standard gradient updating rule as follows
V¯← V + 1
σVnp
(X−UVT )UT (B.5)
where η is a parameter. Then, we use the projection operator Π(v) =
v
max{1,‖v‖2} in order to project the columns of V¯ on the unit ball in R
p.
Consequently the update of V is computed as follows:
V← Π(V + 1
σVnp
(X−UVT )UT ) (B.6)
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The overall algorithm of TSSM is reported in algorithm 2. Note that a
fixed step gradient descent procedure was adopted with the two learning
rate σU and σV chosen equal to the Lipschitz constant of ∇f(u) and ∇f(v)
respectively.
Algorithm 2 Tree-structured synergies algorithm
Input: X ∈ Rn×p, U0 ∈ Rn×r and V ∈ Rp×r
Tmax ∈ Z+, λ ≥ 0
Output: U ∈ Rn×r and V ∈ Rp×r
for t← 1 to Tmax
repeat until convergence
Ut ← Ut−1 + 1
σU
(X−Ut−1VT )V gradient descent step
Ut ← ΠU (Ut, λ) proximal operator step
end
possibly replace under-used atoms
repeat until convergence
Vt ← Vt−1 + 1
σVnp
(X−UV(t−1)T )UT gradient descent step
Vt ← ΠV (Vt) proximal operator step
end
end for
return Ut, Vt
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Appendix C
Mixture Density Network
The Mixture Density Network (MDN) is an architecture intended to model
non-functional relations among input and target. This architecture associates
in fact to an input vector x the parameters of a probability distribution over
the targets set. Considering in fact a set of labelled data T = {xn, tn}Nn=1, the
MDN can be used to approximate the conditional distribution p(t|x). The
MDN architecture will use to model the previous probability distribution an
overposition of gaussians:
p(t|x) =
M∑
i=1
αi(x)φi(t|x); (C.1)
where the kernels φi(t|x) are given by:
φi(t|x) = 1
(2pi)c/2σci (x)
exp
(
−||t− µi(x)||
2
2σi(x)
)
. (C.2)
As can be seen from the previous formula all the parameters of the mixture,
σi, αi and µi are function of the input x. The MDN architecture consists of a
Feed Forward Neural Network (FFNN) that associates to the input values the
parameters of the mixture of gaussians(see figure: C.1). The relation between
x and the mixture parameters can be learned in a supervised fashion using
universal approximator as, for example, a two layer FFNN with non linear
hidden units. The FFNN will be trained in order to minimize the negative
log-likelihood of the data:
E = −
N∑
n=1
ln
{
M∑
i=1
αi(x
n)φi(t
n|xn)
}
(C.3)
By choosing a mixture model with a sufficient number of gaussian kernels
and a FFNN with a sufficient number of hidden units, the MDN should be
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Figure C.1: Mixture density network.
able to approximate with any accuracy any conditional distribution p(t|x).
In the next paragraph we will give some insights on the way in which the
FFNN associate to the input the mixture parameters, then we will show how
the network can be trained usign a backpropagation algorithm.
C.1 Mixture Density Network
Let us consider a MDN with M kernels, i.e. M gaussians. The FFNN that
would associte to the input the parameters of the mixture will have:
• M outputs units, denoted zαj , for the mixing coefficients αj(x);
• M outputs units, denoted zσj , for the starndard deviation of the gaussins;
• M × c output units, denoted zµjk, for the gaussian means µj with com-
ponents µjk.
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In this way the network will have (c+ 2)×M outputs.
The mixing coefficients αi(x) of the distribution will be forced to sum to 1:
M∑
i=1
αi(x) = 1. (C.4)
This is imposed by obtaining the parameters αi(x) as the value of a "softmax"
function on the network output:
αi =
exp(zαi )∑M
j=1 exp(z
α
j )
. (C.5)
The standard deviations of the gaussians are returned as the exponential of
the output zσi :
σi = exp(z
σ
i ). (C.6)
This is in order to avoid pathological configurations in which one or more
of the standar deviations goes to zero. Finally the gaussian centers µj are
simple equal to the corresponding network outputs:
µjk = z
µ
jk. (C.7)
As we said previously a two layers FFNN can be trained to associate to the
inputs the mixture parameters. The network is trained in order to reduce
the error in equation C.3. The algorithm used in order to train the network
is a gradient deschent algorithm named Backpropagation (Rumelhart et al.,
1985). This evaluates the gradient of the error as a function of the network
parameters, the weights of the networks. Then it recudes the error changing
the weights in the direction of the gradient of the function. The backpropaga-
tion algorithm can be applyied any time the error function is a differentiable
one respect to the weights of the network. It just needs as input the derivates
of the error function respect to the output of the network. In this paragraph
we will not give any detail on the backpropagation, we will just evalute the
derivates it needs as input.
Before starting our computation will be useful to define the following vari-
ables pij(x, t):
pij(x, t) =
αjφj∑
l αlφl
; (C.8)
this quantity can be viewed as the responsabiblity that components j takes
for explaining the observation t as associated to the input x. Let us start
now evaluating the derivate of the error function respect to the zαj . The error
fucntion depends on these variables through the equation C.5, moreover since
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our error function is a summation of N terms E =
∑
nEn, see equation C.3,
we will thus evaluate the derivate of just one term of the summation.
Using the chain rule we can write:
∂En
∂zαj
=
∑
k
∂En
∂αk
∂αk
∂zαj
. (C.9)
The first term of the sum in the right hand side of the previous equation is:
∂En
∂αk
= − φk∑M
j=1 αjφj
= −pik
αk
. (C.10)
The second term of the sum is:
∂αk
∂zαj
= δjkαk − αjαk. (C.11)
Substituting the equations C.10 and C.11 into the equation C.9 we obtain:
∂En
∂zαj
=
∑
k
−pik
αk
(δjkαk − αjαk) = αj − pij. (C.12)
For the derivatives corresponding to the σj parameters again remember that
En depends on zj only through the relation C.6.
∂En
∂zσj
=
∂En
∂σj
∂σj
∂zσj
; (C.13)
the first term on the right side of the equation can be calculated as follows:
∂En
∂σj
=− αj∑M
j=1 αjφj
1
(2pi)c/2
[
− c
σc+1
exp
{ ||t− µj||2
2σ2j
}
+
1
σcj
exp
{ ||t− µj||2
2σ2j
} ||t− µj||2
σ3j
]
=
=− αjφj∑M
j=1 αjφj
[
− c
σj
+
||t− µj||2
σ3j
]
=
=pij
[
− c
σj
+
||t− µj||2
σ3j
]
(C.14)
Substituting in equation C.13 and considering that ∂σj
∂zσj
= σj we obtain:
∂En
∂zσj
= pij
[
− c+ ||t− µj||
2
σ2j
]
(C.15)
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Finally the derivate of the error function respect to the zµjk is:
∂En
∂zµjk
=− αj∑M
j=1 αjφj
exp
{ ||t−µj ||2
2σ2j
}
(2pi)c/2σcj
(µjk − tk)
σ2j
= pij
{
(µjk − tk)
σ2j
} (C.16)
∂En
∂zµjk
= pij
{
(µjk − tk)
σ2j
}
(C.17)
The equations C.12, C.15 and C.17 will be used by the backpropagation
algorithm in order to evaluate the derivates of the error function respect to
the weights of the FFNN.
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